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Abstract 

As the aircraft industry is moving towards the All-Electric and More Electric Aircraft 

(MEA), there is an increased demand for electrical power in the aircraft. The trend in the 

aircraft industry is to replace hydraulic, mechanic, and pneumatic systems with electrical 

counterparts achieving more comfort and monitoring features. With recent developments in 

high-performance motors and power electronics, much research is being undertaken to develop 

suitable electrical actuators for MEA applications due to the many advantages of electric 

actuators over conventional actuators. Electrical motors are considered a significant part of the 

electrical actuators system and one of the essential components, and it has a direct effect on 

actuators’ performance. Because of high power density, rugged construction, high starting 

torque, and many other advantages of the Switched Reluctance Motors (SRMs), it can be 

considered a suitable motor for electrical actuators applications.  

The overall performance of the SRMs can be improved in two main ways: by improving 

the mechanical design or by developing the control techniques. Regarding the development of 

the control techniques, which this thesis focuses on, there are different control strategies that 

can be applied to SRM, such as speed/position control, current control, and direct/indirect 

torque control. The torque ripples are considered the main challenge of the SRM in many 

applications. This problem is very complicated and affected by many factors, and it is not easy 

to solve. Different methods of control are used to overcome this problem, such as torque 

distribution, linearization control, intelligent control, and other control methods. So, the torque 

ripple can be efficiently decreased by selecting and developing a suitable control strategy and 

approach for each application.  

This thesis aims to develop advanced control techniques for the SRMs drives for improving 

overall motor performance. This work also aims to apply these developed methods to the 

electrical actuators system of flight control surfaces for modern civil aircraft as an application 

and study the SRM-based electrical actuators performance. Moreover, analyzing the 

performance of the aircraft electrical power distribution systems in the presence of electrical 

actuators driven by SRMs at the transient and steady-state operating conditions. To this end, a 

detailed model of the modern aircraft electric power system with SRM-based electrical 

actuators has been modeled, developed, and analyze.  
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Introduction 

The thesis’s main objective is to develop advanced control techniques based on modern 

control strategies for the SRMs to drive the electrical power actuation systems in modern civil 

aircraft, in which mechanical, pneumatic, and hydraulic controllers and devices are replaced 

with electrical counterparts. In this work, a detailed simulation model of the SRM is built, 

analyzed, and controlled with two types of advanced control techniques. The proposed control 

techniques in this work are applied to two different control strategies of SRM. Also, the 

performance of the aircraft electrical power system in the presence of electrical actuators driven 

by SRM is studied and analyzed. 

Research Goals 

This research aims to develop advanced control techniques for the SRMs drives and 

enhancement the overall motor performance. This work also aims to apply the proposed 

method and strategy on the electrical actuators system of flight control surfaces for modern 

civil aircraft as an application and study the actuators’ performance. Moreover, analyzing the 

performance of the aircraft electrical power distribution systems in the presence of electrical 

actuators driven by SRM at the transient and steady-state operating conditions. Two types of 

advanced control techniques are proposed in this work for the SRMs control: Fuzzy Logic 

Control (FLC) and the Model Predictive Control (MPC). Each proposed control technique is 

tested with two types of motor control strategies: current control and direct torque control. 

PSIM software is used as a simulation tool, and the controllers are programmed using C 

language.   

Objectives  

A. Switched Reluctance Motor Modeling 

A simulation model for the non-linear 6/4 switched reluctance motor with asymmetrical 

IGBT power converter has been built; this model was created using the PSIM software tool 

and programmed using C-code capability in the software. This model must provide a practical 

and accurate motor behavior during transient or steady-state load conditions. 

B. Fuzzy Logic Control for SRM Drive 

To enhance the SRM performances, the PD-FLC is programmed and applied to the SRM 

current control and direct torque control, and the controllers’ performances are compared with 
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the conventional control methods. The controller design steps include fuzzification, rule 

evaluator, and defuzzification. The FLC’s inputs are the current and torque error and the change 

in this error; the evaluation between these two inputs is carried using AND-intersection. The 

FLC output is a power converter modulation index used to generate the optimal gating signals 

with a selectable switching frequency. The membership functions were defined offline, and the 

variables’ values are selected according to the system behavior. The rules base (decision-

making logic) is filled initially depending on the clear understanding of how the control system 

works. Then it is modified and optimized according to the controller performance. 

C. Model Predictive Control for SRM Drive 

To improve the SRM drives performances, the predictive current control, and predictive 

direct torque control are programmed and applied to the SRM controller. The predictive control 

algorithm is applied to determine the optimal states of the power converter’s switches. With 

the help of phase voltage, shaft speed, phase current, and rotor position, the proposed predictive 

control algorithm can predict the controller variables’ future value. And selecting the optimal 

switches state that provides the smallest value of the cost function, which determines the 

absolute error between the predicted and the reference signals considering the other control 

objectives such as switching frequency of the power converter and copper losses. The 

controllers’ performances are compared with the conventional control methods. 

D. Modeling and Advanced Control of Modern Aircraft Electrical 

System  

To integrate the electrical actuators’ proposed configuration in the modern aircraft system 

and study the actuator performance and its effect on the aircraft electrical power system. Firstly, 

a simulation model for the modern aircraft electrical power system must be built. In this part, 

the aircraft electrical power system is modeling, and the advanced control technique (MPC) is 

applied for the power converters inside the aircraft. The system’s performance and stability 

with the MPC under a step-load change are investigated.  

E. SRM-Based Electrical Actuator for Modern Aircraft Applications 

To study SRM-based electrical actuators’ performance for modern aircraft applications 

with proposed control methods, a simulation model for the modern aircraft electro-mechanical 

actuator driven by SRM is built. And the performance of the overall aircraft electrical power 

system in the presence of electrical actuators is studied to investigate the possibility of using 

the SRM-based electrical actuators in modern aircraft. 
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Research Methodology 

This thesis methodology comprises the following stages and steps: 

A. First stage 

1. Reviewing previous and recent studies of switched reluctance motor and its drives 

control. 

2. Studying switched reluctance motor problems with traditional control techniques. 

B. Second Stage 

1. Programing and applying of fuzzy logic control to the SRM current control and 

compare the controller performances with the conventional current control method. 

2. Programing and applying of fuzzy logic control to the SRM direct torque control and 

compare the controller performances with a conventional torque control method. 

C. Third Stage 

1. Programing and applying of model predictive control to the SRM current control and 

compare the controller performances with the conventional method. 

2. Programing and applying of predictive direct torque control to the SRM and compare 

the controller performances with a conventional torque control method. 

D. Fourth Stage 

1. Reviewing previous and recent studies concerning modern aircraft electric power 

systems (generation, distribution, loads, and flight control surface electrical actuators). 

2. Build a simulation model for the modern aircraft electrical power system. 

3. Programing and applying model predictive control (MPC) to the power converter inside 

the studied system and analyzing the system performance. 

E. Fifth Stage 

4. Build a simulation model for the modern aircraft electrical actuators driven by SRM. 

5. Studying the flight control surface actuator performances with proposed control 

techniques of SRM. 

6. Study the effect of the flight control surface electrical actuators driven by SRM on the 

overall performance of the modern aircraft electrical power system. 
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Scope and Organization of Work  

In structure, the thesis consists of seven chapters, which display the work done within this 

study, a list of references, and an appendix. 

➢ In chapter 1: A complete literature review concerning switched reluctance motor, its 

control techniques, control strategies, torque ripples minimization strategies, and proposed 

control techniques (FLC and MPC) are reviewed and discussed. 

➢ In chapter 2: The FLC technique has been applied to the SRM current controller and SRM 

direct torque controller, and the system performance is studied and analyzed. 

➢ In chapter 3: The system performance is studied and analyzed in case of applied the MPC 

technique to the SRM current controller and SRM direct torque controller. 

➢  In chapter 4: A detailed description of the modern aircraft electric power system, included 

generation, distribution, loads, and flight control surface electrical actuators, is provided. 

➢ In chapter 5: A simulation model for the modern aircraft electrical power system is build, 

and the performance of the aircraft electrical system with an advanced control technique 

(MPC) at transient and steady-state operating conditions is discussed. 

➢ In chapter 6: The performance of the aircraft electrical actuators and the performance of 

the overall aircraft electrical power system in the presence of SRM-based electrical 

actuators are studied. 

➢ In chapter 7: Dissertation conclusions are drawn, and some future related works are 

recommended and pointed out. 

 

To the best of my knowledge, this work is new, and it is not taken nor copied from any 

previous work. 
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Chapter 1: Literature Review 

1.1. Introduction 

The Switched Reluctance Motors (SRMs) is considered one of the old types of electric 

machines; the first switched reluctance machines were established in 1838. Although the SRM 

is an ancient type, the research in this area has much progressed only with semiconductor 

technology development. Before the semiconductor revolution, the SRMs applications 

remained very limited and cannot be used for many industrial applications due to their 

operation problems and complex control until 1965  [1], [2]. Due to the rapid progress of the 

power electronics technologies, high-speed processing computers, and advanced programming 

languages, the SRM has been proposed for different speed ranges applications in 1969 [3]. 

1.2. SRM Construction, Operation, Types, and Applications 

In the last decades, the SRM has great importance in many industrial applications because 

of its simplicity, hardness, and large-scale developments in drive systems [4]. Generally, the 

SRM is considered one of the synchronous machine types [5]. It has doubly salient poles 

construction; therefore, its magnetic characteristics are highly nonlinear, and it is not easy to 

build a model for this type of motors. The SRMs principal idea is simple and easy to 

understand. It is composed of poles in the stator and rotor; these poles are made of laminated 

steel with high magnetic permeability, only the stator poles have coils, and there are no coils 

in the rotor poles. The numbers of stator and rotor poles with other design parameters such as 

phase numbers, dimensions of rotor and stator, and winding details, determine the electrical 

and mechanical capabilities of SRMs. And usually, the stator poles number is unequal to the 

rotor poles number [2], [6]. A typical configuration of 6/4 SRM, as an example, is shown in 

Figure 1.1; as it is clear from the figure, the motor has six poles in the stator and four rotor 

poles, so this type is called 6/4 SRM [7]. Figure 1.2 shows the magnetization curves of the 

SRM, corresponding to aligned and unaligned rotor positions [8].  

Regarding the operation principle of the SRMs, the stator phase currents are switched ON 

and OFF by sequentially switching according to the rotor position, which depends on the 

geometry of the rotor teeth and stator overlapping. As a result of manufacturing the rotor from 

a material with high magnetic permeability, it rotates to align itself to the lowest reluctance 

position. Due to this movement, the torque and power of the motor are generated. And in the 

case of the anti-clockwise excitations sequence of the stator phases, positive torque is 

generated, and the motor shaft rotated in the clockwise direction [9]. The ideal inductance and 
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torque profiles are shown in Figure 1.3 (a), with a square wave of the phase current exciting, a 

positive (motoring) torque is produced in the rising inductance region. In the case of falling 

inductance region, a negative (generating) torque is produced [10]. The SRM has four 

quadrants operation, and the operating quadrant is determined according to the sign of torque 

and motor speed, as shown in Figure 1.3 (b). 

 
Figure 1.1: Three-phase SRM with six stator poles and four rotor poles (6/4 SRM) [7] 

 

Figure 1.2: The magnetization curves of the SRM 
 
[8]  

There are different ways to control the SRMs: Angular Position Control (APC), Current 

Chopping Control (CCC), and Chopping Voltage Control (CVC).  Regarding the APC, an 

assured voltage across the winding was supplied by changing θON and θOFF, so the current 

waveforms in each phase were regulated for closed-loop speed control. There are some benefits 

of this way, such as the adjustment torque range will be greater, the motor efficiency is high, 
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which is suitable for higher speed applications. However, this way is not fitting for low-speed 

applications. In the CCC, the phase iph is compared to current chopping limited ichop, if (iph < 

ichop), the switch is ON and phase current increase and progressively touch the chopper limit. 

If (iph > ichop), the switch is OFF, and the phase current dropped. The advantages of this way 

are this way is considered direct and straightforward, suitable for low-speed applications, ideal 

for torque adjustment system, controlled better, and torque smoothly. But, because of the rapid 

increase of the phase current, this way is mostly used for low-speed applications to avoid motor 

damage.  In the CVC, the θON and θOFF are keeping unchanged; the converter switches operate 

by pulse-width modulation. The pulse cycle is fixed and regulates the duty cycle of the PWM 

waveform, thereby regulating the voltage value across the motor winding, which produces 

variations in winding phase current to fulfill the regulation of motor speed. This way is suitable 

for different speed range applications, but a large torque ripple may be produced when the 

motor runs at a low speed [11], [12]. The initial classification of the SRM is according to the 

type of motion (rotating or linear), movement style, flux path, and type of excitation, as presents 

in Figure 1.4 [13], [14].  

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.3: SRM ideal characteristics (a) Inductance profile, phase excitation, and electromagnetic torque, (b) 

Four-quadrant operations [15] 
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 Linear SRMs
(in market for 

servos)

 Switched Reluctance 

Motors

 Rotary SRMs

 Radial field  Axial field

 Short flux path Basic structure  Single-stack  Multistack

 

Figure 1.4: Classification of switched reluctance motors 

The SRMs provides many advantages, and the most significant benefits of these motors 

type can be summarized as follow [3], [8]: 

• Low-cost manufacturing, 

• Simple construction and material 

composition, 

• High-speed ranges,  

• Can operate at high temperature, 

• Higher reliability, 

• Low moment of inertia, 

• Skewing is not required. 

However, SRMs have some drawbacks that must be mentioned. These difficulties can be 

summarized in the non-linear electromagnetic behavior, torque ripple, complex control, high 

windage losses, the necessity of electronic commutation, requires a power converter to operate, 

and position data is necessary for drives controller [8].  

SRMs are considered a suitable type for many applications that require different ranges of 

speed and power. There are many purposes for motors of the rotary type, and for linear types 

are limited use. The SRMs most famous applications can be summarized as follows [8], [16]: 

• Electric vehicles, 

• An actuation system for doors, 

• Aerospace, 

• Air-conditioning drives in the 

train, 

• Forklift, 

• Pallet truck motor drive, 

• Mining drive, 

• Screw rotary compressor drive. 
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1.3. SRM Drives Converter Topologies 

Developers and researchers have made much progress in recent years to develop the drive 

circuits and power converters used to fed SRM. The converters used for SRM are classified 

into three main categories: Half-bridge, self-commutating, and force commutating with 

additional commutation circuits. The power converter is an essential part of the SRM drives, 

and it must fulfill some necessary requirements, which can be summarized as follow [17], [18]: 

• It should be capable of exciting each phase before it enters the generating or 

demagnetizing zone, 

• The torque should be maximized during phase energizing of the motor phase, 

• The phase current must be supplied in the positive gradient period of its inductance 

profile, 

• The stored magnetic energy during the commutation period should be returned to 

the source, 

• Each phase of the motor has at least one power switch to be capable of conduct 

independently. 

Considering previous and recent research, the power converter used for the SRMs drives 

can be classified into many types; Most of these types and their benefit, drawbacks, and 

applications are shown and summarized in Table 1.1 [8], [19], [20], [21]. Frequently, the 

converter selection depended on the application itself. For low-performance purposes, accurate 

torque control is not required so that low-cost converters can be used. And for high-

performance applications, which efficiency and reliability requirements, a high-performance 

converter that can provide fast demagnetization of phases should be used.  So, each type of the 

SRMs power converters have benefits and drawbacks, and the general advantages for all SRM 

power converter topologies can be listed as following [19]:  

• Any power converters with one switch for each phase are practicable to operate the 

SRM,  

• The power converter switches always are connected in series with the phase 

winding and in parallel to the DC source voltage so that the converter is having high 

reliability comparing to other converters, 

• In case of one switch of any is a failure, the SRM drive system remains operating. 

That has not occurred in the AC motor drives under the same condition, 
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• The possibility of reducing the power switches of the power converter in the SRM 

drive leads to a reduction in the number of logic power supplies, gate drivers and a 

significant decrease in the converter packaging and size. 

Table 1.1: Converter types for SRM drives 

Converter type Benefits Drawbacks Applications 

R-Dump converter 

Low cost, 

Minimum No. of 

devices. 

Low efficacy, 

Unable to apply zero voltage. 
Low speed. 

C-Dump converter 

Minimum No. of 

devices, 

Independence phase 

control. 

Low efficiency, 

Not suitable for high speed. 
Low speed. 

C-dump with 

freewheeling 

Low cost, 

High power density. 

Complex control, 

Motoring operation only. 
Motoring operation. 

Asymmetric, 

series& Parallel 

High efficiency, 

Simple control. 

High No. of devices, 

High fault tolerance. 
Low power. 

Bifilar 

Minimum No. of 

switches, 

Regenerative operation. 

Low power density, 

High stress on switches. 
Small Motors. 

Split DC supply 

Low cost, 

Minimum No. of 

devices. 

Motoring operation only with 

an even No. of phases. 

Motors with even 

No. of phases. 

Minimum switch with 

variable DC- link 

Low core losses, 

Reduce noise, 

Low switching losses. 

Low efficacy. 
Sensor-less 

applications. 

Two-stage power 

converter 

High power density, 

High reliability. 
High No. of devices. 

Wind energy 

generation. 

Resonant converter 

Low switching losses, 

High switching 

frequency capability. 

Low power density 

EMI influence. 

High-frequency 

applications. 

 

Regarding the SRMs power converters’ disadvantages, an independent freewheeling diode 

for the individual switch is required in all SRM power converter topologies, which could raise 

the cost for an SRM compared to other types. But this problem can be avoided by decreasing 

the number of switches or by developed specific converter units for high-value applications so 

that the total converter cost can be reduced. 

The asymmetric converter topology is considered the most suitable converter for SRM 

drives [19]. The SRM is usually controlled by either current control or voltage control with the 

asymmetric converter, this converter type is very popular for SRM drives, and it can support 

independent control of each phase and handle phase overlap. The asymmetric bridge converter 

consists of two power switches and two diodes per phase. It has three modes of operation, 

magnetization mode when the two power switches, S1 and S2, are switched on. Freewheeling 
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mode when only one switch S1 or S2 is switched on. Demagnetization mode when the two 

switches S1 and S2, are switched off [22], as shown in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.5: SRM asymmetric bridge converter state diagrams 

1.4. Control Strategies of SRM Drive Systems 

Despite the SRMs have excellent industrial characteristics such as robustness, reliability, 

and different speed ranges when compared to other equivalent machines, but on the other hand, 

these machines have some uncomfortable problems like not insignificant vibration, torque 

ripple, and sound noise [23]. The SRMs, the closest likeness to series excited direct current 

machines and synchronous reluctance machines, but from the control viewpoint, these 

machines are too far from each other; consequently, similar control progress is not possible. 

SRMs drives are controlled by synchronizing the energization of the motor phases with the 

rotor position. The control process can be complete using two different techniques, with a 

position sensor as a feedback signal or without a position sensor; in the sensor-less method, the 

rotor position should be estimated [24]. 

The SRM control is depending on the machine characteristics, converter topology, and 

feedback variables. Although there are many feedback variables for the SRMs drive system, at 

least one current sensor is required to detect the motor phases current, and a position sensor to 

detect the absolute rotor position or estimate it in case of the sensor-less method.  The rotor 

position and the excitation current can also be kept in the look-up tables for easier control 

processing due to the motor torque strongly relying on these values. Different types of control 

strategies can be applied to SRM; a brief overview of these control strategies will be discussed 

in the following sub-sections. 

1.4.1. Speed Control Strategy 

Usually, the speed control technique consists of two actions. The first action is adjusting 

the motor speed. The second action is adjusting the power converter’s gating signals as a 
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function of the motor speed to get better efficiency and high performance, particularly at high 

speeds [20], [25]. In this strategy, the speed feedback signal is measure by the speed sensor or 

calculated from the rotor position by a position sensor; anyway, the speed signal must be 

available.  As shown in Figure 1.6, the speed control structure consists of two loops, the outer 

loop for speed control and the inner loop for current or torque control [26], [27]. The error 

signal of the shaft speed generated from the difference between the reference speed (ωref) and 

the actual feedback speed (ωm) is used as input control variables to speed control block. The 

outer loop’s primary function is generating the reference current or torque signals (Iref / Tref) by 

adjusting the motor speed. The current or torque reference signals are compared to the actual 

phase current (IPh) or actual motor torque (Tm) feedback signals and generate the error signals 

in the motor current or torque. The inner loop is used to generates the gating singles of power 

switches, according to current or torque error signals and controller requirement, by the linear 

controller with pulse width modulation or by hysteresis controller [11], [14], [28]. 

1.4.2. Current Control Strategy 

The SRM can be run in current or voltage control mode. The voltage-control mode of SRM 

is highly sensitive to voltage ripple on the supply side, and its bandwidth control is lesser. So, 

it is essential to use current control when the SRM performance is desired to an accurate torque 

control. There are two main subcategories of current control in SRM, the first one is Hysteresis 

Current Control (HCC) [29], and another type is Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) current 

control [30]. 
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Figure 1.6: The Closed-loop speed control block diagram 
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1.4.2.1. Hysteresis Current Control Method 

The HCC has been commonly used for SRM current control with ON-OFF control rules to 

reducing current ripple, but on the other hand, it will be required high switching frequencies 

electronics elements. In the HCC method, the phase winding is energized due to the ON period 

and demagnetizing the coils corresponding to the OFF period, as shown in the HCC mechanism 

in Figure 1.7. The ON-OFF controller with a low hysteresis band basically analogous to 

selecting a high gain compensator [31], [32]; therefore, the current loop has a high bandwidth, 

which is an essential advantage, specifically when the speed of the motor is rising. The most 

significant advantage of this method is very easy to implement with analog elements and 

robustness. But this control method causes a residual current ripple, and the switching 

frequency in this method may always be variable and unknown [33], [34], [35].  

Iref

Iref +ΔI 

Iref -ΔI 

Toff Ton

Gating Signals 

IPh

 
Figure 1.7: Hysteresis current control mechanism 

1.4.2.2. Pulse Width Modulation Current Control Method 

In the PWM control method, the control can be performed by linear system theory (PI, PD, 

or PID) to provide suitable control considerations [36]. The linear controller uses the difference 

between the actual and references current signals as an input variable. The output from the 

controller block is the modulation index of the power converter. The PWM block takes the 

output modulation index signal from the control unit and calculates the duty cycle (ON and 

OFF times in a PWM period) [30], [37], [38]. The converter switching signals (ON and OFF 

periods) are generated by comparing the modulation index with a saw-tooth or triangular carrier 

waveform, as shown in Figure 1.8. For better solutions for converter design, current regulation 
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with the PWM technique has been used. In this technique, the current loop dynamics are 

controlled by the sampling time and filtered to smooth the current ripple, which is generated 

from the switching frequency [30]. This method can be implemented easily with digital 

implementation and analog electronics as well. But generally, by the digital controller, the 

system performance is improving by algorithms. 

Linear  Controller

PI (D) 
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Converter switch signals 

Error 

Comp.

Limiter

Triangular carrier 

signal 

 

Figure 1.8: PWM current control method 

1.4.3. Torque Control Strategy 

There are two main types of torque control methods for SRM, as described in Figure 1.9 

[23], [39]: the first strategy is Indirect Torque Control (ITC), which uses the complex 

algorithms or distribution function to obtain the reference current. After that, the current 

controller is used to control phase torque. The ITC has three subcategories: Open-loop current 

profiling, Torque Sharing Function (TSF), and Average Torque Control (ATC) [39]. The 

second torque control strategy is Direct Torque Control (DTC), which uses the torque 

hysteresis controller and a simple control scheme to reduce the torque ripple. Also, there are 

three subcategories for this strategy: Direct Instantaneous Torque Control (DITC), Advanced 

Direct Instantaneous Torque Control (ADITC), and Predictive PWM-DITC [40], [41].  

1.4.3.1. Indirect Torque Control Methods 

A. Open Loop Current Profiling 

The average torque of the SRM cannot be obtained directly from the phase’s current, so the 

open-loop current control approach can be used.  In this method, the command current and 

switching angles (θON and θOFF) control variables must be established offline or measured by 

the experimental test, as shown in Figure 1.10. The generated information is stored as lookup 

tables in the controller memory. The control variables can be accurately chosen with these data 
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tables for each operating mode, according to the torque command, shaft speed, and the DC side 

supply voltage. This algorithm can optimize system efficiency, but it has a high sensitivity to 

any variations in the motor’s actual variables. Although this technique is considered very 

simple, it is too expensive for many industrial applications because of three-dimensional data 

tables that must be stored for each control variable. This simplicity in this method may cause 

some considerable errors on average torque. So, artificial intelligence control methods such as 

fuzzy logic control, neural networks, and a genetic algorithm can be used to optimize this 

approach by online tuning of the control variables [18], [41]. 
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Figure 1.9: Torque control strategy 
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Figure 1.10: Structure of an open-loop torque control 

B. Torque Sharing Function (TSF) 

The TSF approach for torque control has several advantages, such as simple, powerful, 

popular, and efficient. This method is achieved by the motor’s static characteristics with TSF, 

and the drive system can be operating by hysteresis or PWM control; the TSF control method 

is shown in Figure 1.11.  
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Figure 1.11: The traditional torque control block diagram with the TSF method 

In this method, according to the rotor angle position, the command input torque signal is 

divided to reference torque for each phase. And each phase’s current command signal can be 

calculated in the Torque-to-Current block, depending on the rotor angle position and phase’s 

reference torque. The switching signal will then be generated in the switching rule block 

according to hysteresis control and the error in the current signal obtained from the difference 

between the command current signal and the actual current phase signal. The TSF can be 

applied as a linear or nonlinear, and the linear TSF considers very simple, but the torque ripple 

is very critical according to rotor speed because of consideration of the nonlinear characteristics 

of the SRM. The nonlinear TSF can obtain maximum torque to current ratios and a flattering 

control. Also, speed range, overlap angle, copper loss, and turn ON angle are evaluating and 

achieved in the TSF method.  The TSF can also be optimized using a genetic algorithm for 

minimum torque ripples [42], [43], [44]. 

C. Average Torque Control (ATC)  

The most significant advantages of average torque control strategy compared to the 

traditional controller are the command phase current remains fixed during one excitation cycle, 

needs only a constant reference torque Tref, and current Iref, it is applicable for whole speed 

ranges, and do not need any high-resolution rotor position sensor, needs only discrete rotor 

position sensors to detect the minimum and maximum inductance zones. But the main 

disadvantage of this technique is the torque ripples throughout phase commutation at low 

speeds, causing large speed oscillations and fluctuations. For constant torque generation, the 

torque sharing look-up table is used in the ATC strategy, and the torque of each phase can 
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obtain from this data.  In this control strategy, instead of the traditional torque sharing function, 

a torque sharing look-up table with Iref, θON, and θOFF is used, as shown in the average torque 

controls strategy structure in Figure 1.12.  

The reference torque in this method is equally divided into each phase according to the 

reference current (Iref) and motor speed (ωm). By experiment and comprises information of the 

Iref, θON, and θOFF of the SRM, the look-up table data can be obtained. The current ripple should 

be kept as small as possible to control the torque smoothness. And the control variables, such 

as reference current, turn on-angle, and turn off-angle, can be adjusted to obtain an accurate 

operating condition. The combination of offline pre-calculated control variable sets, and 

closed-loop control within a control algorithm, perform an accurate and dynamic control of the 

SRM  [39], [45], [46], [47], [48]. 
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Figure 1.12: Average torque control 

1.4.3.2. Direct Torque Control Methods 

A. Direct Instantaneous Torque Control (DITC) 

In recent years, the direct instantaneous torque control algorithm has much progress and 

development to overcome the problems of the indirect torque control methods. This method’s 

main features are the instantaneous torque is considered a control variable directly, and the 

conversion from torque to current and closed-loop currents control became not essential. DITC 

is applied to avoid the torque error immediately with excellent dynamic response and reduce 

the torque ripple. The online availability of the total instantaneous motor torque is considered 

the fundamental requirement for the DITC. Due to the nonlinear motor features, it is not easy 

to obtain the instantaneous torque of SRM by straightforward analytical equations like the other 

motors (DC or rotating field); the instantaneous torque can be estimated only by stored 
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characteristics of the motor.  Two different functions can estimate the instantaneous torque: 

estimating the torque as a function of phase current and rotor position or as a function of phase 

current and phase flux linkage. 

Figure 1.13 shows the overall block diagram of the current position-based controller. 

Depending on the phase currents (Iph) and rotor position(θ), the lookup table is used to 

implement the torque estimation block. The rotor position can be measured and used as an 

input signal to the torque estimator block; another input control signal to the torque estimator 

block is the feedback phase current. The input data signals for the digital hysteresis torque 

control block are the number of motor phases (Nph) and the error signal between the reference 

torque and the estimated one. The hysteresis torque control block’s primary function is 

generating the switches gating signals for all activated motor phases. And the switching table 

block can then convert this state signal to the switching signals that can be provided to the 

power converter. The most significant advantages of DITC are the sets of control variables are 

very simple, a decrease of control variables regulation, smooth torque quality, good steady-

state torque control accuracy in the lower speed range, and direct compensation of the inherent 

torque ripple over phase commutation. So the DITC is steady and more accurate against 

disturbances, such as DC supply voltage variations, and it’s considered one of the promising 

methods for controlling SRMs for high-performance applications [40], [4], [49], [50]. 
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Figure 1.13: Direct instantaneous torque control 

B. Advanced Direct Instantaneous Torque Control (ADITC) 

Because the simple hysteresis switch rule is used in the traditional DITC method, just one 

phase state can be used depending on the error in the torque at each sampling cycle. Two 

different methods can be used to ensure that the torque ripple within an acceptable range. The 

first method is the sampling time reduction, but this solution may increase the hardware cost. 
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The second one is the PWM method, which can control the motor average phase voltage in 

sampling time. The ADITC consisted of combines of the traditional DITC and the PWM 

method. Each phase’s switches’ duty cycle is generated depending on the error between the 

estimated torque and command torque and the number of motor phases (Nph). Figure 1.14 

shows the block diagram of ADITC; this method depends on the replacement of the hysteresis 

controller with ADITC and the PWM generator [46]. Using the ADITC, the motor phase 

voltage can be regulated to control the currents variety in a single sampling time. The most 

significant drawback of this method is the switching frequency is increased comparing with 

DITC. Therefore, the losses due to switching frequency and EMC noise are also raised in this 

method [4], [51]. 
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Figure 1.14: Advanced direct instantaneous torque control 

C. Predictive PWM Direct Instantaneous Torque Control  

In predictive PWM-DITC, the switching frequency is constant. Subsequently, the 

correction of the output error is updating disconnectedly and synchronized with this constant 

switching frequency. For high system performance achievement, particularly in the output 

torque, the control must have the ability to predict the upcoming states of the system to obtain 

the optimum switching command. So, this method is based on the predicted system states to 

reach the output torque’s desired value. This strategy’s benefit is the ability to reduce the 

required bandwidth of the control; consequently, the implementation with a sequential signal 

processing such as DSP and microcontroller is acceptable, which is more inexpensive and 

flexible than parallel signal processing using FPGA. The simplest approach structure of the 

predictive PWM-DITC is shown in Figure 1.15. The main control state variables in this method 

are the rotor position (θp) and flux-linkage (ψ). It is worth mentioning that no current control 
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loop exists, and the current signal is used only to estimate the flux linkage. The controller uses 

the estimated flux-linkage values as an extra state variable to regulate the optimal switching 

state. To achieve high accuracy of machine characteristics and parameters implemented in the 

predictive PWM-DITC method, the modeling technique, and the machine data must be 

carefully obtained. The measurement considers the best way to get the machine data [52], [53]. 
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Figure 1.15: Structure of the predictive PWM-based DITC 

1.5. Torque Ripples Minimization Strategies 

The torque ripples problem is considered the foremost challenge of using the SRM in many 

applications. This problem is very complicated and affected by many factors, and it is not easy 

to solve. Different strategies of control are used to overcome this problem, as explained in 

Figure 1.16.  
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Figure 1.16: The control strategies for torque ripple minimization of SRM 
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1.5.1. Torque Distribution Strategy 

Torque distribution strategy is considered one of the efficient methods for torque ripples 

minimization, referred to by the TSF. With this strategy’s help, the dynamic torque ripples can 

be efficiently minimized by tracking the torque produced by TSF in each phase. The TSF uses 

the turn-on angle, turn-off angle, and overlap angle with the rotor position to generate the 

reference torque signals for each phase separately to ensure the produced torque’s stability 

from each phase. Several solutions have been proposed based on this strategy to overcome the 

problem of torque ripples. One early proposal in this trend was using mathematical 

formulations for distributing torque between each phase [54]. Another research proposal used 

this strategy to maximize and optimize the ratio between torque and current, considering the 

allowable limits of torque ripple error. This proposal’s obtained results show that the torque 

ripples were minimized, and the overall performance of SRM improved when the ratio between 

torque and current is optimized. Much research has been suggested to optimize TSF 

formulation based on one or more criteria and considers several objectives for the optimal TSF 

formulation.  

Linear TSF is proposed in [55], where the torque changed linearly during the commutation 

period, and the current value is equal at the central commutation point, whether in the case of 

incoming and outgoing phases. The most efficient type of TSF is the nonlinear type, such as 

sinusoidal TSF and cubic TSF; these types have been developed to improve the torque to 

current ratios and produce smooth control [55], [56]. On the other hand, the contribution in 

[20] provides a critical evaluation of all four TSFs, namely: the speed range, copper loss, 

overlap angle, and the conduction angle, to reduce torque ripple in a rate change of flux and 

rate change of current. Another contribution used a genetic algorithm to determine the optimal 

turn-on and overlap angles for demanded torque [57], [58], [59]. Generally, When the copper 

loss reduction and speed range maximization are optimized, by selecting the optimal 

formulation of TSF, most of these proposed methods produce similar results, and the 

exponential type of TSF is the best, followed by the cubic or sinusoidal type of TSF. 

1.5.2. Artificial Intelligence Strategy 

Recently, artificial intelligence methods have been used to translate human knowledge into 

a form understandable by computers. Advanced control based on artificial intelligence 

techniques is commonly defined as intelligent control. The intelligent control methods are 

considered suitable ways to solve the torque ripple problem in SRM. The intelligent control 

methods have many advantages, such as nonlinear control, self-learning, and adaptive capacity. 
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The idea of intelligent control is used offline or online learning and optimization. Regarding 

SRM control, intelligent control with suitable phase current control can achieve high-

performance control of SRM and reduce torque ripple. 

1.5.2.1. Fuzzy Logic Control 

The FLC is a technique to make machines more intelligent, the fuzzy logic tool was 

introduced by Lotfi Zadeh (1965) [60], and it is defined as a mathematical tool to deal with 

uncertainty and imprecision. FLC system has three main [61], [62]; the first one is called the 

fuzzification block, and its primary function is converting the input data to fuzzy sets values. 

The second block is decision-making logic depending on the knowledge base; this block 

determines how the fuzzy logic operations are achieved. Together with the knowledge base, it 

regulates the outputs of each fuzzy If-Then rules. Finally, the defuzzification block, which 

converted fuzzy values to output data. The output values can be calculated by the center of 

gravity or the weighted average [63], [64], [65]. FLC is one of the suitable control systems for 

torque control of SRM drives. A typical application of the fuzzy method of reducing SRM 

torque ripple was proposed in [66]; Figure 1.17 shows a block diagram of the fuzzy logic 

strategy for SRM torque ripples minimization. The FLC block uses the rotor position and 

torque error as input variables, and the outputs are the reference phases current.  
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Figure 1.17: Block diagram of an FLC for torque ripple minimization of SRM 

The fuzzy inputs are distributed according to the membership functions to allow the SRM 

to conduct during the complete positive torque generating zone. The outputs are regulated by 

the center of average in the defuzzification stage. The value (weight) of every output is adjusted 

randomly and is optimized during the adaptation [67], [68], [69]. 
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1.5.2.2. Artificial Neural Network 

The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method for torque ripple minimization was 

introduced in [70]. Neural techniques provide the ability to learn the current profiles needed to 

reduce torque ripple and fulfill other performance criteria online. The ANN method model is 

very simple; it can perform in noisy environments, and this technique does not need large 

storage memory to store the magnetic characteristics of SRM [67], [71]. Many researchers have 

applied an ANN to obtain the command current from the reference torque, which is produced 

from distributed command torque by torque sharing function (TSF) with the knowledge of the 

rotor position, as shown in Figure 1.18. In comparison, some other articles used an adaptive 

PID with ANN [72]. The main benefits of ANN are high accuracy, simplicity, and low cost. 

But it has some drawbacks, such as its learning speed is slow and needs offline learning. 
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Figure 1.18: Block diagram of an ANN for torque ripple minimization of SRM 

The Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) combines the benefits of both 

strategies, the artificial neural networks and the fuzzy logic system [73]. The controller became 

more independent of the motor characteristics by this learning mechanism. By information on 

the dynamic behavior, the initial values of membership functions and rule base can be selected, 

and then by ANFIS, the membership function parameters can be optimized. The controller can 

adapt itself if there are any changes in the system variables, such as the load’s modification and 

speed change. According to the control system variables, the system will change the operating 

point to achieve the minimum torque ripples, the ANFIS block diagram shown in Figure 1.19 

[74], [75]. 
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Figure 1.19: Block diagram of an ANFIS for torque ripple minimization of SRM 

1.5.3. Predictive Control Strategies 

Different strategies of the MPC have been proposed for SRM; the MPC is considered 

a convenient method to deal with SRM’s non-linear magnetic characteristics and overcome the 

complex switching rules. The contribution in [76] presents MPC for torque control of SRM. 

The results obtained from this proposal showed the effectiveness of this method on improving 

the performance of the control, but at the same time, this method needs a large computational 

time for the algorithm execution, and it is not easy to implement. In [77], the authors presented 

comprehensive model predictive current control of SRM using the state estimators and model 

identification data based on an online estimator of the inductance. MPC with Kalman filtering 

and auto-calibration of the inductance profile has been proposed in [77]. The authors in [22] 

presented an improved finite-state predictive torque control to solve the torque ripple problem, 

as shown in Figure 1.20. The proposed method tries to solve the torque ripples issue and reduce 

the average switching frequency. 

1.5.4. Linearization Control Strategy 

In recent years, many types of motor drives used the linearization control method in several 

applications. The Feedback Linearization (FBL) control strategy depends on transforming the 

nonlinear system to a linear one; the FBL is introduced in [78] for the first time to control SRM 

by canceling out the nonlinear terms in the feedback loop. This method has some drawbacks, 

such as an accurate motor model is required, high currents at low-speed operation and the 

measurement of state variables (position, velocity, and stator currents) are required. Because 

of saturation effects, which result in loss of accuracy, Lyapunov’s second method is used along 

with FBL to make the system robust to ensure adequate tracking ability and stability. In an 

accurate motor model, the mutual inductance effect between phases must be considered, so 
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some researchers considered the mutual inductance effect between phases and used FBL 

control to improve the accuracy and minimize torque ripples [79]. 
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Figure 1.20: Block diagram of predictive torque control for SRM drive system 

1.5.5. Other Control Strategies 

There are many other torque ripple minimization strategies; a general review of some of 

these strategies is discussed here. The variable structure control method is used for SRM in 

[80], the SRM performance is improved, and torque ripple is reduced when this method is 

applying for SRM comparing with traditional control methods. But in this method, the 

influence of magnetic saturation and phase coupling was ignored. Other research work used 

equivalent sliding mode variable structure control theory for SRM current controller [81]. The 

obtain outcomes from this work display the effectiveness of the sliding mode control strategy. 

The iterative learning control method is applied to the SRM in [82], [83], which succeeds 

in getting a good control effect. The iterative learning-based approach does not require 

measuring the motor’s magnetic properties, and the accuracy of the motor model is not 

necessary. The internal model control strategy is proposed in [84]; in this method, the SRM 

actual motor and the model of SRM run in parallel; because of internal model control structure 

factors, the system model needs lows so that the steady-state error can be eliminated without 

integrator. This technique’s main advantages are that the system achieved a high-performance, 

torque ripple minimization, and easy implementation. 

A self-learning method proposed in [85] can obtain the optimal current of every phase 

online to meet the overall command torque. In [86], voltage feedback was added; voltage 

feedback’s primary function is to increase control bandwidth. The four-level power conversion 

circuit method for direct instantaneous torque control of SRM is proposed in [87]. Usually, the 
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excitation current is rising and falling in the conventional techniques comparatively slow, but 

in the four-level power conversion circuit, because it can supply high voltage to the SRM, the 

excitation current rise and fall fast than the conventional one. A genetic algorithm is applied to 

the torque control; this technique used direct flux control instead of the phase current or torque 

control. This technique is perfect for digital control, but this method has some challenges, such 

as requiring accurate motor characteristics and rotor angle position. 

In the end, we can summarize that the control of power converters has been extensively 

studied, and new control schemes are presented continuously. Today’s control platforms’ high 

computational power allows the implementation of new and more complex control techniques. 

Generally, many control schemes have been proposed to control power converters and drives, 

as shown in Figure 1.21 [88]. Some of these are very well established and simple, such as 

hysteresis and linear control. While newer control methods, which allow an improved system’s 

behavior, are generally more complicated or need much more calculation power from the 

control platform. With the development of more powerful microprocessors, new control 

schemes have been proposed; artificial intelligence and predictive control are considered the 

most modern control types. 
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Figure 1.21: Types of converter control schemes  

1.6. Summary 

Construction, operation, types, applications, converters topologies, and control techniques 

of the SRMs were explained and demonstrated in this chapter. However, the SRMs have many 

benefits, such as simple construction, low cost, low moment of inertia, high speed, and many 

other benefits. It still has some challenges like high friction and windage losses, non-linear 
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electromagnetic behavior, torque ripple, complex control, the necessity of electronic 

commutation. So, the research in the field of SRM drives and controls trends towards facing 

this challenge and solving the operation problem of the SRM drive system. There are many 

categories of power converter topologies that can be used in the SRM drive circuit. Each type 

of these topologies has some benefits and other drawbacks, so using a suitable power converter 

basically depends on the application.  

The control strategies of SRM can be divided into three main types, current control, speed 

control, and torque control. The current control also has two different techniques, the hysteresis 

current control technique and PWM current control technique. Each one of the current control 

techniques has advantages and drawbacks, and the used technique can be selected according to 

the system requirements. For example, suppose a simple implementation with analog 

electronics was needed. In that case, the hysteresis method is suitable for this application, and 

if better solutions for converter design were required, the PWM methods would be ideal for 

this application. One of the most important SRM control strategies is the torque control 

strategy; it can be divided into two main types: indirect torque control and direct torque control. 

The indirect control method has three subcategories: open-loop current profiling, torque 

sharing function, and the average torque control. The direct torque control method also has 

three subcategories: direct instantaneous torque control, advanced direct instantaneous torque 

control, and predictive PWM direct instantaneous torque control. As mentioned before, all 

these control methods have some advantages and drawbacks, so the selection of the optimal 

control techniques depends on the control system performance requirements and the 

applications themselves.  
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Chapter 2: Fuzzy Logic Control for Switched Reluctance 

Motor Drives  

2.1. Introduction  

FLC provides outstanding advantages over the conventional controllers, such as easiness 

to develop, cover a wider range of operating conditions, and more readily customizable in 

natural language terms [89]. Moreover, FLC deals with nonlinearities and uncertainties. The 

FLC can effectively eliminate severe oscillations, causing damage in the system and providing 

smooth operation in transient periods. In many industrial situations, where models are either 

inaccurate or totally absent, FLC can integrate control and supervision tasks in a user-friendly 

way [62], [64], [90]. This chapter introduces the control of the SRMs using FLC. In this study, 

the PD-FLC has been proposed to maintain the motor current and torque values in tracking 

reference signals with high accuracy and minimal ripple. 

2.2. Fuzzy Logic Control Approach 

In the last few years, artificial intelligence techniques have been applied to convert human 

experiences into a form understandable by computers. And the advanced control based on these 

techniques is called intelligent control. Intelligent systems are usually described by analogies 

with biological systems, for example, looking at how human beings perform control tasks, 

recognize patterns, or make decisions. Although there exists a mismatch between humans and 

machines, humans’ reason in uncertain, imprecise, fuzzy ways, and the machines and 

computers that run them are based on binary reasoning. But the fuzzy logic is a way to enable 

machines to reason in a fuzzy manner like humans and make them more intelligent.  

The Fuzzy Logic tool was introduced by Lotfi Zadeh (1965) [6], [36], [91], [92]. It is a 

mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainty, offers a soft computing partnership with the 

critical concept of computing with words, and provides a technique to deal with imprecision. 

In general, the fuzzy theory provides a mechanism for representing linguistic constructs such 

as “many,” “low,” “medium,” “often,” “few,” and provides an inference structure that enables 

appropriate human reasoning capabilities. Fuzzy logic systems have faster and smoother 

responses than conventional methods, and control complexity is less [89]. Generally, there are 

three methods that may be used to describe the physical systems [62]: experimental method, 

mathematical modeling, and heuristics method. 
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In the experimental method, by experimenting and determining how the process reacts to 

various inputs, one can characterize an input-output table. The technique is typically equivalent 

to plotting some discrete points of the input-output curve. By understanding such an input-

output reaction, one can design a controller. This method has some disadvantages, such as the 

process equipment may not be available for experimentation, and the procedure would usually 

be very costly. Also, it is impractical for many input values to measure the output, and the 

interpolation between measured outcomes would be required. Besides, one must also be careful 

to determine the expected ranges of inputs and outputs to ensure that they fall within the scope 

of the measuring instruments available. 

Regarding mathematical modeling, control engineering requires an idealized mathematical 

model of the controlled process, usually in the form of differential equations, the Laplace 

transforms and Z-transforms are generally used. To build simple enough mathematical models 

the certain assumptions are made, one of which is that the process is linear; that is, its output 

is proportional to the input. Linear techniques are valuable because they provide good insight. 

Besides, there is no general theory for nonlinear differential equations’ analytic solution and, 

consequently, no comprehensive analysis tools for nonlinear dynamic systems. Another 

assumption is that the process parameters do not change in time (that is, the system is time-

invariant) despite system component deterioration and environmental changes. Some problems 

arise in developing a meaningful and realistic mathematical description of an industrial process, 

such as poorly understood phenomena, inaccurate values of various parameters, and model 

complexity. 

The last method to describe the physical systems is the heuristic method; this method 

consists of modeling and understanding in accordance with previous experience, rules-of-

thumb, and often-used strategies. A heuristic rule is a logical implication of the form: If 

<condition> Then <consequence>, or in a typical control situation: If <condition> Then 

<action>. Rules associate conclusions with conditions; therefore, the heuristic method is 

actually like the experimental method of constructing a table of inputs and corresponding 

output values. But instead of having crisp numeric values of input and output variables, one 

uses fuzzy values, for example, IF input voltage = Large THEN output voltage = Medium. The 

heuristic method's advantages are the assumption of linearity is not required, and the heuristic 

rules can be integrated into the control strategies of human operators. 

Fuzzy control strategies, which used the heuristic method, come from experiences and 

experiments rather than from mathematical models and, therefore, linguistic implementations 

are much faster accomplished. Fuzzy control strategies involve many inputs, most of which are 
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relevant only for some special conditions. Such inputs are activated only when the related 

condition prevails. In this way, little additional computational overhead is required for adding 

extra rules. As a result, the rule base structure remains understandable, leading to efficient 

coding and system documentation. A fuzzy logic system has four main blocks, as shown in 

Figure 2.1 [36], [65], [93], [94].  

Decision 

Making Logic
Fuzzification Defuzzification

Input Output

Knowledge 

Base

  

Figure 2.1: Fuzzy logic block diagram. 

In the fuzzification block, the crisp input information from the device is converted into 

fuzzy values for each input fuzzy set. The scaling for correct per-unit operation is required, and 

it must be determined carefully because the fuzzy system can be retrofitted with other devices 

or ranges of operation by changing the input and output scaling. Fuzzification is the process of 

decomposing system inputs into one or more fuzzy sets. Many types of curves can be used to 

perform the fuzzification membership functions, but triangular or trapezoidal-shaped 

membership functions are the most common because they are easier to represent in embedded 

controllers.  

The decision-making logic blocks determine how the fuzzy logic operations are performed, 

and together with the knowledge base, select the outputs of each fuzzy IF-THEN rules. 

Although their various other interpretations for decision-making-logic, the following 

definitions are very convenient in embedded control applications: 

AND-Intersection: μ A∩B = min [μ A (X), μ B (X)],  (2.1)             

OR-Union: μ A∩B = max [μ A (X), μ B (X)],            (2.2) 

NOT –Complement of (A): μ A∩B = 1- μ A (X), (2.3)                 

where μ A(X) is the membership function of the first controller input, and μ B(X) is the 

membership function of the anther controller input. 

After fuzzy reasoning, we have a linguistic output variable that needs to be translated into 

a crisp value, and these outputs are combined and converted to crisp values in the 

defuzzification block. The objective is to derive a single crisp numeric value that best 

represents the inferred fuzzy values of the linguistic output variable. Defuzzification is such an 
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inverse transformation that maps the output from the fuzzy domain back into the crisp domain. 

Some defuzzification methods tend to produce an integral output considering all the elements 

of the resulting fuzzy set with the corresponding weights. Other methods consider just the 

elements corresponding to the maximum points of the resulting membership functions. The 

following defuzzification methods are of practical importance: Center-of-Area (C-o-A) - The 

C-o-A method is often referred to as the Center-of-Gravity method because it computes the 

centroid of the composite area representing the output fuzzy term. Center-of-Maximum (C-o-

M). In the C-o-M method, only the peaks of the membership functions are used. The 

defuzzified crisp compromise value is determined by finding the place where the weights are 

balanced. Thus, the areas of the membership functions play no role, and only the maxima 

(singleton memberships) are used. The crisp output is computed as a weighted mean of the 

term membership maxima, weighted by the inference results. Mean-of-Maximum (M-o-M) – 

The M-o-M is used only in some cases where the C-o-M approach does not work. The most 

popular method, the center of gravity or area, is presented as: 

𝑈(𝑛) =
∑ 𝜇(𝑢𝑗)

𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑢𝑗

∑ 𝜇(𝑢𝑗)
𝑛
𝑗=1

                 j=1, 2,…, n ,  (2.4) 

where, U(n) is the Fuzzy output, n is the rule base number, and μ(uj) is the membership function 

of the output. 

So, it can be summarized that to design a fuzzy logic system and process the input to get 

the output reasoning; there are six main steps involved in creating an ambiguous rule-based 

system: 

1. Identifying the inputs and their ranges and name them.  

2. Identifying the outputs and their ranges and name them.  

3. Creating the degree of fuzzy membership function for each input and output. 

4. Constructing the rules base that the system will operate under them.  

5. Deciding how the action will be executed by assigning strengths to the rules. 

6. Combining the rules and defuzzify the output. 

2.2.1. Fuzzy Logic Control Illustration Example 

Assuming the input 1 Error (E) and the input 2 Change of Error (∆E) are E = - 8 and ∆E = 

6.  At error E = -8, as shown in Figure 2.2, membership functions NM and NS are intersected 

at 0.7 and 0.3, respectively. For a change of error ∆E = 6, the membership functions PS and 

PM are intersected at 0.8 and 0.2, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.3. As there is no 
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intersection with the other membership functions, their degrees for both the E and ∆E are zeros. 

By applying the selected rule-base, the minimum values of intersections can be obtained. All 

possible combinations of the functions of NM and NS are listed in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.2: Input 1 membership degree of the numerical example 
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Figure 2.3: Input 2 membership degree of the numerical example 

Table 2.1: Interface of membership functions for the FLC numerical example 

Rules Membership using the minimum method 

If E is NS and ∆E is NL, then Output is VL 

If E is NS and ∆E is NM, then Output is VL 

If E is NS and ∆E is NS, then Output is LO 

If E is NS and ∆E is ZE, then Output is LO 

If E is NS and ∆E is PS, then Output is UM 

If E is NS and ∆E is PM, then Output is M 

If E is NS and ∆E is PL, then Output is AM 

0.3&0=0 

0.3&0=0 

0.3&0=0 

0.3&0=0 

0.3&0.8=0.3 

0.3&0.2=0.2 

0.3&0=0 

If E is NM and ∆E is NL, then Output is VL 

If E is NM and ∆E is NM, then Output is LO 

If E is NM and ∆E is NS, then Output is LO 

If E is NM and ∆E is ZE, then Output is UM 

If E is NM and ∆E is PS, then Output is M 

If E is NM and ∆E is PM, then Output is AM 

If E is NM and ∆E is PL, then Output is AM 

0.7&0=0 

0.7&0=0 

0.7&0=0 

0.7&0=0 

0.7&0.8=0.7 

0.7&0.2=0.2 

0.7&0=0 

The combination of each output membership degree logistic value can be calculated using 

(ROOT-SUM-SQUARE), as listed in Table 2.2, where the degree of combination for each 

output membership function is calculated as √∑(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)2. Other values under the square 

root are zeros and are omitted here. 
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Table 2.2: Output combinations for the FLC numerical example 

Output membership value Total strength degree 

VL 0)0(0 22 =+  

LO 0)0(0 22 =+  

UM 3.00)3.0( 22 =+  

M 728.0)7.0()2.0( 22 =+  

AM 2.0)2.0(0 22 =+  

H 0)0(0 22 =+
 

VH 0)0(0 22 =+
 

 

To calculate the numerical output value: multiply the weighted strength of each output 

member function by its center point value, as shown in the output membership function in 

Figure 2.4. Then, add all values in the previous step for all membership functions. After that, 

divide the above sum (area) by the sum of the weighted member function strengths, as shown 

in equation (2.5). Finally, obtain the output exact numerical values and repeated the above steps 

every time step cycle. 
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Figure 2.4: Output calculations for a numerical example 
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2.2.2. FLC Advantages, Drawbacks, and Applications 

Fuzzy logic is not the only way to reason with ambiguous concepts, but it seems to be the 

most convenient to function approximation in control engineering. Some of the most significant 

advantages, drawbacks, and applications of the use of fuzzy logic are summarized and listed in 

Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: FLC advantages, drawbacks, and applications   

Advantages 

▪ Flexible, intuitive knowledge base design control and supervision speak the same 
language, 

▪ Convenient user interface, easier end-user interpretation when the final user is not a 
control engineer, 

▪ Easy computation, widely available toolboxes, and dedicated integrated circuits, 

▪  Learning linear in parameter systems (in most cases) makes possible least squares, dead 
zone learning algorithms, and other adaptive control results, 

▪ Validation, consistency, redundancy, and completeness can be checked in releases 
(knowledge acquisition supervision). That could speed up automated learning and 
improve user interpretability, 

▪ Ambiguousness, fuzzy logic is a “natural” way of expressing uncertain information,  

▪ Combine regulation algorithms and logic reasoning, allowing for integrated control 
schemes, 

▪ FLC can incorporate a conventional design and fine-tune it to certain plant nonlinearities 
due to universal approximation capabilities. 

Drawbacks 

▪ Manual tuning in large-scale industrial applications. Time -consuming returning even if 
applied to a similar plant in other locations, 

▪ Intuitive fuzzy PID like design does not clearly outperform well-tuned conventional 
controllers, 

▪ The performance robustness tradeoff is not usually considered in FLC tuning. A non-
aggressive hand-tuned PID will share the same characteristic: robustness is not a 
“natural” property of fuzzy regulators, 

▪ Many (localized) parameters. Manual local tuning is tedious, but it can be an advantage 
for automated learning algorithms, 

▪ Many (unclear) options: thousands of different fuzzy system configurations may arise 
depending on conjunction, disjunction, implication, and defuzzification choices. Some of 
the alternatives even stem from the root interpretation of the meaning of fuzziness, 

▪ Many actual implementations are just equivalent to lookup-table interpolation schemes, 

▪ Commercial packages use non-standard file formats and have considerable software 
overhead for simple applications. 

Applications 

▪ Processes with modeling difficulties, either because it is unknown or it has a lot of 
adjustable parameters, like helicopters and subway systems, 

▪ Processes with ambiguous specifications, like mobile robots and pocket computers, 

▪ Processes are already controlled by the human operators to mimic them, like washing 
machines and cameras, 

▪ Processes with unreliable or imprecise sensor measurements. 

 

2.1. Fuzzy Logic Current Control of Switched Reluctance Motor  

The FLC is applied for current control of the SRM to keep the motor's current value tracked 

the reference signal with minimum current ripples, and hence the torque ripples will be 
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minimized. As shown in Figure 2.5, the speed controller is usually used to generate the current 

controller's reference signal depending on the difference between the actual feedback speed 

(ωm), which measure by the speed sensor or calculates from the rotor position, and the reference 

speed (ωref). The calculated speed error signal is used as input variables to the speed controller, 

which is usually a linear controller, and the speed control unit output is used as a reference 

signal for the current control loop. The commutation block diagram is used to distribute the 

reference current signal and generate the reference current signal for each phase. After that, the 

generated reference current compares with the actual one. The error between them is used as 

an input variable to the fuzzy logic current controller. Then the current controller will determine 

the power converter's modulation index according to the current error signals. The pulse width 

modulation block calculates the duty cycle (ON and OFF) times by comparing the modulation 

index generated from the current controller with a saw-tooth or triangular carrier waveform. In 

this method, the switching frequency will be known and controllable. PWM can be 

implemented easily with digital implementation and analog as well. Generally, the digital 

controller helps to improve the overall system performance by using different algorithms. 
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Figure 2.5: SRMs current control block diagram with FLC. 

2.1.1. Fuzzy Logic Current Controller Design  

To enhance the SRM controller's current regulation by reducing the current ripples, the PD-

FLC had been proposed. The inputs of the FLC are the current error (e) of each phase Iph and 

the change in this error (Δe). The FLC output is a modulation index (m) used to generate the 

optimal gating signals after comparing it with a carrier wave in the PWM block, as described 

in Figure 2.5. The controller design steps, including fuzzification, rule evaluator, and 

defuzzification, will be discussed in detail in the following sections. 
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A. Fuzzification 

It is considered the first step to be programmed; the FLC uses linguistic variables instead 

of numerical variables. The fuzzification process converts a numerical variable (real number) 

to a linguistic variable (fuzzy set). So, the error input signals can be assigned as Negative Very 

Big (NVB), Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero (ZE), 

Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive Big (PB), Positive Very Big (PVB). The 

triangular membership function is used for the fuzzification process, as shown in Figure 2.6 

(a). The change of error, which was used as the second input, was also converted from 

numerical value to a linguistic variable according to the triangular membership shown in Figure 

2.6 (b). The membership functions of the two inputs are tuned to get the best performance from 

the controller. In both inputs, zero membership functions represent a steady-state region, and 

for the less aggressive controller, it was tuned to cover more range. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.6: Membership functions representing the input signals (a) the error signal (b) the change of error 
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B. Rule Evaluator 

The input linguistic variables represent the degree of current error and change of this error 

signal, while the output linguistic variables represent the modulation index's degree. The 

membership functions were defined offline, and the variables' values are selected according to 

the system behavior, which is observed during simulations. The basic fuzzy set operations 

needed for evaluation between two inputs (A and B) can use one of three rules of AND (∩), 

OR (∪), or NOT (~), as mentioned earlier. In this work, AND-intersection is used, and the rules 

base (decision-making logic) is listed in Table 2.4. It is worth mentioning here that this table 

is symmetrically diagonal about the membership function Medium (M). 

Table 2.4: If-then rule base for fuzzy logic current control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Defuzzification 

The fuzzy logic rules generate the demanded output in a linguistic variable form; these 

variables must be transformed into crisp output (real number) form in the defuzzification step. 

The membership functions used here for defuzzification are shown in Figure 2.7. The output 

signal is set as follows: Extremely Low (EL), Very Low (VL), Low (L), Under Medium (UM), 

Medium (M), Above Medium (AM), High (H), Very High (VH), Extremely High (EH), which 

represent the power converter modulation index (m), where (0 ≤ m ≤ 1). Due to the C-o-A 

method, which is presented in equation (2.6) [62], [95], is considered the most popular method, 

it was used for defuzzification in this study. 

𝑈(𝑛) =
∑ 𝜇(𝑢𝑗)

𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑢𝑗

∑ 𝜇(𝑢𝑗)
𝑛
𝑗=1

              j=1, 2,…, n , (2.6)             

e 

Δe 

NVB NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB PVB 

NVB EL EL EL EL EL VL L UM M 

NB EL EL EL EL VL L UM M AM 

NM EL EL EL VL L UM M AM H 

NS EL EL VL L UM M AM H VH 

ZE EL VL L UM M AM H VH EH 

PS VL L UM M AM H VH EH EH 

PM L UM M AM H VH EH EH EH 

PB UM M AM H VH EH EH EH EH 

PVB M AM H VH EH EH EH EH EH 
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where μ(uj) is the membership function of the jth fuzzy set of input variable uj, uj is the jth 

output fuzzy, and n is the number of fuzzy membership functions (n = 9 in this case). 

 

Figure 2.7: Membership functions representing the output signal (modulation index degree)  

2.1.2. SRM Performance with Fuzzy Logic Current Control  

 The studied system, including the nonlinear 6/4 SRM model and asymmetrical converter, 

is simulated in PSIM software [96], and the SRM simulation parameters are listed in Appendix 

A. The FLC control is carried out using a C-code capability in software, and the results are 

compared with HCC. The simulation test is divided into two main sections. The first one is the 

speed control of SRM using the PI controller to generate the reference current signal for the 

proposed controller from the speed error. The second section is applying the FLC to SRM and 

compare the result with HCC. The SRM is tested with constant speed at 1000 rpm, and the load 

torque changed from 10 Nm to 20 Nm at 0.3 s. The motor speed response and zoom of these 

signals with three different turn-on angles are shown in Figure 2.8. The PI speed controller's 

primary function is to keep the actual speed close to the reference speed in the different loading 

conditions and generate the reference current to produce suitable torque. 

 

Figure 2.8: Motor speed profile with θON = (90°,100°,115°) 
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From the speed controller obtained simulation results, the speed response signals for three 

turn-on angles are close to the reference one, but the best performance when the turn-on angle 

between 100° and 115°, so the current controller is testing with a reference current generated 

from speed controller at θON =100° and 115°. The generated reference current is shown in 

Figure 2.9.  It is worth mentioning that this generated reference current is used for the proposed 

current controller method (FLC) and the traditional current controller method (HCC). 

 

Figure 2.9: The generated reference current with θON = 90°, 100°, and 115° 

To ensure the effectiveness of the proposed control techniques, the sampling time is 

constant in two control methods (Ts = 10µs). The hysteresis current band was (ΔI = ±0.1). 

Figure 2.10 presents the one-phase current and the motor torque with θON =100° using FLC 

methods.  

 

Figure 2.10: The SRM performance with FLC at with θON = 100° (a) Phase current, (b) Motor torque  

 

The comparison between the current response using FLC and HCC at θON = 100° is shown 

in Figure 2.11. For a more detailed description, one phase current of SRM was zooming to 
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show the difference between the two techniques. It is noted that the current ripples during the 

phase conduction period in FLC smaller than in HCC. 

 

Figure 2.11: SRM phase current response with FLC and HCC with θON = 100° 

As a result of current ripples reduction in the case of FLC, the torque ripples during the 

phases conduction period have been reduced, as shown in Figure 2.12. From Figure 2.12, it can 

be noted that the torque ripples during the phase conduction period in FLC smaller than in 

HCC.  

 

Figure 2.12: SRM torque with θON = 100° and zoom during one conduction period 

The SRM torque ripples still needed to be minimized, particularly in the phase 

commutation period. This period was not dependent on the current controller but depend on 

the optimal turn-on and turn-off angle according to motor parameters. So, the proposed current 

controller is tested with two different turn-on angles. The simulation result of motor torque in 

the case of θON = 115° is shown in Figure 2.13. When the turn-on angle changed, it directly 

affects the average motor torque profile but still the torque ripples by using FLC small than the 

ripples with HCC. 
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Figure 2.13:  SRM torque with θON =115°, and zoom during one conduction period 

These results show that the proposed current control technique has many benefits than the 

traditional, where the phases current tracked the reference current signal with a small value of 

current ripples. As concluded in Table 2.5, the motor phase current ripples have been reduced 

using the fuzzy logic current control, but the switching frequency has been increased. 

Table 2.5: SRM phases maximum current ripples (HCC vs. FLC)   

θON Control method 
Average switching 

frequency (Hz) 

Maximum 

current ripples ≈ (%) 

   Phase a Phase b Phase c 

100° 
HCC 7119 2.8 2.28 2.5 

FLC 10000 1.3 1.45 1.56 

115° 
HCC 5798 1.5 1.55 1.5 

FLC 10000 0.8 1.1 0.88 
 

2.1.3. Torque Control of Switched Reluctance Motor Using FLC 

Two types of torque control strategies can be used for SRM: the first strategy is indirect 

torque control, which uses complex algorithms or distribution functions to obtain the reference 

current. After that, the current controller is used to control phase torque. The second strategy 

is the direct torque control, which uses the torque controller and a simple control scheme to 

reduce the torque ripple. In this part of the research work, the direct torque PD-FLC is proposed 

for SRM DITC to keep the motor shaft's torque tracking the reference torque with high 

accuracy and small torque ripples. 

2.1.3.1. Direct Instantaneous Torque Control  

The online availability of the total instantaneous torque is considered a fundamental 

requirement for the DITC strategy. Due to the nonlinear characteristics of the SRM, it is not 

easy to obtain the instantaneous torque by straightforward analytical equations, but it can be 
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estimated only by stored characteristics of the motor [40]. Two methods can be used to estimate 

the instantaneous torque, as a function of phase current and rotor position or as a function of 

phase current and phase flux linkage [97]. The fuzzy logic DITC consisted of a combination 

of the PD-FLC and PWM, as shown in Figure 2.14. Depending on the phase currents (Iph) and 

rotor position (θ), the lookup table is used to implement the torque estimation block. The torque 

control block generates the duty cycle for all activated motor phases depending on the error 

between the estimated torque and command torque. The PWM block generates the switching 

signals for the power converter. Using the PWM method, the average phase voltage can be 

regulated to control the currents variety in a single sampling time. The sampling time can be 

extended and reduce the torque ripple comparing to the traditional DITC.  

The control unit needs a reference torque signal to be followed by the motor torque. For 

this reason, the motor speed is taken as the feedback signal and compared to the desired speed 

and determines the error values of the motor speed. This error signal is applied to the linear 

controller to generate the demanded reference torque. The torque error signal is calculated by 

comparing the generated reference torque to the actual motor's torque, which can be measured 

or estimated. The motor's torque estimation can be performed using the phase current and rotor 

position, as shown in equation (2.7). The calculated shift torque error (e) and the change in this 

error (Δe) are used as the FLC inputs. The FLC's output is the converter's modulation index 

used to generate the optimal gating signals after comparing it with a carrier wave in the PWM 

block. According to the controller design, the controller determines the degree of the 

converter's modulation index. Then the PWM block generates the switch-state for all active 

switches of the power converter. 

𝑇𝑗 =
𝑑𝑊𝐶(𝜃,𝑖)

𝑑𝜃
|𝑖𝑗=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡= 

𝑑𝑊𝑠(𝜃,𝑖)

𝑑𝜃
|
𝜓

𝑗
=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

 , (2.7)             

where Tj is the phase torque, WC is the co-energy, and WS is the stored field energy. 

2.1.3.2. Controller Design  

As mentioned previously, for programming the FLC, there are main steps that must be 

performed: firstly, classifying the inputs, their ranges/limits, and label them. The second step 

is to classify the outputs. Thirdly, choosing the degree of the membership function for every 

input and output. After that, the system rule-based will be structuring and determine how the 

action will be performed by selecting optimum rule-based. Finally, combining the rules and 

obtain the controller output. The FLC design steps for SRM torque control will be discussed in 

the following sections. 
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Figure 2.14: SRM torque control block diagram using PD-FLC 

A. Fuzzification 

In the fuzzification process, the inputs numerical variables (real numbers) are converted to 

linguistic variables (fuzzy sets) for use by the FLC. Consequently, the motor torque error values 

can be assigned as follow: Negative Very Big (NVB), Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium 

(NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero (ZE), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive 

Big (PB), Positive Very Big (PVB). The shape of the membership function for the first input 

is shown in Figure 2.15. Similarly, the second input for the fuzzy system (change of error) 

converted from numerical value to a linguistic variable according to the membership function 

shown in Figure 2.16. 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Membership functions representing the error signal 
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Figure 2.16: Membership functions representing the change of error 

B. Rule Evaluator 

The decision-making logic (rules-base table) can be built using the designer's experiences 

and observing the controller's performance. To fill the rules-base table initially depends on a 

clear understanding of how the system works, and then it can be modified according to the 

controller performance. The decision-making logic (rules-base) used in this work is listed in 

Table 2.6.  

Table 2.6: If-Then rule base for fuzzy logic torque control 

e 

Δ e 

NVB NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB PVB 

NVB EL EL EL EL EL VL L UM M 

NB EL EL EL EL VL L UM M AM 

NM EL EL EL VL L UM M AM H 

NS EL EL VL L UM M AM H VH 

ZE EL VL L UM M AM H VH EH 

PS VL L UM M AM H VH EH EH 

PM L UM M AM H VH EH EH EH 

PB UM M AM H VH EH EH EH EH 

PVB M AM H VH EH EH EH EH EH 

 

C. Defuzzification 

The defuzzification step's function is to convert back linguistic variables of the output, 

which are generated from fuzzy logic rules to real numbers. The membership function degree 

for the defuzzification process used in this study is shown in Figure 2.17. The output signal, 
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which represents the modulation index (m), can be assigned as follow: Extremely Low (EL), 

Very Low (VL), Low (L), Under Medium (UM), Medium (M), Above Medium (AM), High 

(H), Very High (VH), Extremely High (EH). And the C-O-A method is used for membership 

defuzzification. 

 

Figure 2.17: Output Membership functions 

2.1.4. SRM Performance with Fuzzy Logic Direct Torque Control  

The simulation test is carried out through three steps: the first one is applying the 

conventional DITC using Hysteresis Torque Control (HTC) and observing the machine 

performance (motor speed profile, phase current, motor torque, and torque ripples). In the 

second step, the DITC using PD-FLC is applied and observing the SRM performance. Finally, 

comparing the obtained results for the motor performance in steps one and two are compared.  

The PD-FLC proposed controller is tested with two study cases: The first study investigates 

the controller robustness in following the reference torque; in this case, the reference speed is 

1000 rpm, and the load torque is changed from 10 Nm to 20 Nm at 0.3s. The motor speed 

profile in case of load changed is shown in Figure 2.18. From the motor speed profile, the speed 

reaches a steady state after 0.05s and tracks the reference speed until the load torque changed 

at 0.3s. When the load torque increased, a small drop in the motor speed occurs, this drop is 

not static and decreasing, but it needs more than 0.05s to reach the desired speed. The SRM 

torque performance is studied using HTC with sampling time Ts =10µs, and the hysteresis band 

was ΔT = ±0.1. PD-FLC is also applied to the motor torque controller, and the sampling time 

is constant in two control methods. The motor torque is shown in Figure 2.19, and the motor 

torque was doubled at Ts =0.3s to investigate the controller robustness in tracking the reference 

torque.  
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Figure 2.18: SRM speed profile in case of load torque changed condition 

 

Figure 2.19: The motor torque with constant speed and load torque changed at 0.3s 

Figure 2.19 also shows the comparison between the two used techniques at different load 

conditions, where the black color represents a motor torque using HTC, and this torque is in 

red in the case of FLC. This comparison shows that the torque ripples during the phase 

conduction period at two different load conditions with FLC are smaller than in hysteresis 

control. There is no doubt that the FLC method's switching frequency is higher than the 

hysteresis control method. 

The comparison between the motor phase current using FLC and hysteresis control is 

shown in Figure 2.20. The obtained results show the difference between the two techniques; 

for phase (a) as an example, the red color represents a phase current using hysteresis control, 

and this current is in blue in the case of FLC. It is noted that the current ripples during the phase 

conduction period using FLC are smaller than in the case of hysteresis control. This result 

shows the fuzzy logic technique's ability to reduce the motor phase current ripples compared 

to traditional methods. 
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Figure 2.20: The phase current signals and zoom in case of load torque changed 

The second study case tests the controller's tracking performances; in this case, the motor 

speed profile shows in Figure 2.21, which load torque is constant, and the reference speed 

changed from 800 rpm to 1200 rpm. The motor torque in the second study case and with load 

torque TL = 10 Nm is shown in Figure 2.22. It can be noted that the torque ripples in the case 

of FLC are smaller than in the case of hysteresis control at different speed ranges. When the 

motor torque increases to reach 20 Nm with a variable reference speed, as shown in Figure 

2.23, the results demonstrate that the motor torque performance in the case of the FLC method 

for direct torque control is better than the conventional DITC methods as well. 

 

Figure 2.21: SRM speed profile with constant torque and reference speed changed  

The previous results confirm that the proposed torque controller (FLC-DITC) has many 

advantages comparing with the traditional DITC technique. The FLC-DITC technique makes 

the motor torque tracked the reference signal with the smallest torque ripples at different 

loading conditions and variable speeds. Table 2.7 reviews the SRM torque performance using 

FLC and hysteresis control, in case of reference speed 1000 rpm, and the load torque changed 

from 10 Nm to 20 Nm. The comparison table also reviewed the torque ripples percentage when 
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the reference speed changed from 800 rpm to 1200 rpm and the load torque TL =10 Nm. These 

comparison results summarize and demonstrate the fuzzy logic DITC method's effectiveness 

compared to the traditional DITC method. 

 

Figure 2.22: The motor torque in case of tracking performance (TL = 10 Nm) 

 

Figure 2.23: The motor torque in case of tracking performance (TL = 20 Nm) 

Table 2.7: SRM performance with fuzzy logic DITC  

Load 

Torque 

TL (Nm) 

Motor 

speed 

nm (rpm) 

Switching 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

SRM torque performance 

Steady-state ripples 

 (%) 

Peak over/undershoot  

(%) 

  DITC 

Fuzzy 

Logic 

 DITC 

DITC 
Fuzzy Logic 

DITC 
DITC 

Fuzzy Logic 

DITC 

10 

800 5426 10000 2.2 0.55 30 20 

1000 5224 10000 3 0.5 12.3 6.9 

1200 5046 10000 2.5 0.75 17.8 12.5 

20 1000 6956 10000 1.2 0.25 5.8 4.68 
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2.2. Summary  

FLC is one of the artificial intelligence control techniques. It is suitable for SRM control 

because it has many advantages, such as nonlinear control, self-learning, and adaptive capacity. 

In this chapter, the fuzzy logic current controller of switched reluctance motor drives was 

introduced. By adopting the FLC, the SRM current tracks the reference signal with minimum 

current ripples values compared with traditional current control techniques. Hence, the torque 

ripples during the conduction period of each phase of the motor were reduced. The controller 

was tested at different load conditions and with different turn-on angles. The obtained 

simulation results show the PD-FLC method's effectiveness in reducing the SRM current and 

torque ripples. Also, fuzzy logic direct torque control of switched reluctance motor was 

presented in this chapter. The controller was tested at different loading conditions to investigate 

the controller robustness, and at variable reference speeds to examine the proposed controller's 

tracking performance. The obtained results show the effectiveness of the proposed technique 

(FLC-DITC) to reduce the SRM torque ripples, whether torque load changed or in the case of 

motor speed changed. With the help of fuzzy logic DITC, the SRM torque tracking the 

reference signal with smaller ripples values compared to traditional DITC techniques. 
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Chapter 3: Predictive Control for Switched Reluctance 

Motor Drives 

3.1. Introduction  

The predictive control technique can lead most control techniques in machine drives and 

different industrial applications. It is a very wide class of controllers that have found rather 

recent applications in power converters. The predictive control technique can be performed 

using different methods; the classification of predictive control methods and their features are 

listed in Table 3.1 [88], [98], [99]. The MPC is considered one of the essential types of 

predictive control methods, as its structure has several significant advantages over another 

predictive control [20], such as it is very intuitive and easy to understand, it can be applied to 

a great variety of systems, the multivariable case can be easily considered, dead times can be 

compensated, easy inclusion of non-linearity in the model, simple treatment of constraints, the 

resulting controller is easy to implement, and it is suitable for the inclusion of modifications 

and extensions depending on specific applications. However, some disadvantages must be 

mentioned, like the larger number of calculations, compared to classic controllers. The 

accuracy of the model directly influences the quality of the controller outputs and system 

performance. 

Table 3.1:  Classification of predictive control methods used for power converters 

Predictive control methods Features 

Deadbeat control 

- Needs a modulator, 

- Fixed switching frequency, 

- Low computations, 

- Constraints not included. 

Hysteresis based 

- No modulator, 

- Variable switching frequency, 

- No cascaded structure. 

Trajectory based 

- No modulator, 

- Variable switching frequency, 

- No cascaded structure. 

Model predictive control with the continuous control set 

- Needs a modulator, 

- Fixed switching frequency, 

- Constraints can be included. 

Model predictive control with a finite control set 

- No modulator, 

- Variable switching frequency, 

- Online optimization, 

- Low complexity (N=1), 

- Constraints can be included. 
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In this chapter, the SRM performance has been enhanced by using model predictive control 

with a finite control set. With the help of predictive control techniques, the SRM current and 

torque ripples can be reduced compared to traditional current and torque control techniques. 

MPC provides a good characteristic for motor drive converters, among other controllers; these 

characteristics include fast response, accuracy, stability, and efficiency. 

3.2. Model Predictive Control Approach  

In MPC, the future plant responses are predicted using a system model and optimized at 

regular intervals. From its origins as a computational technique for improving control 

performance in applications within the process and petrochemical industries, predictive control 

has become arguably the most widespread advanced control methodology currently used in the 

industry. MPC has a sound theoretical basis, and its stability, optimality, and robustness 

properties are well understood. Despite being very simple to design and implement, MPC 

algorithms can control large-scale systems with many control variables. Most importantly, this 

technic provides a systematic method of dealing with constraints on inputs and states. Such 

constraints are present in all control engineering applications and represent limitations on 

actuators and plant states arising from physical, economic, or safety constraints. In MPC, these 

constraints are accounted for explicitly by solving a constrained optimization problem in real-

time to determine the optimal predicted inputs. Also, the non-linear plant dynamics can be 

similarly incorporated in the prediction model. Generally, the controlled plant’s future response 

is predicted using a dynamic model with state-space representation [88], [100], as: 

𝑥(𝑘 + 1) = 𝐴𝑥(𝑘) + 𝐵𝑢(𝑘),     (3.1) 

where x(k) and u(k) are the model state and input vectors at the kth sampling instant.  

Given a predicted input sequence, the corresponding sequence of state predictions is 

generated by simulating the model forward over the prediction horizon, of say, N sampling 

intervals. These predicted sequences are often stacked into u, x vectors as: 

𝐮(𝑘) =

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑢(𝑘|𝑘)

𝑢(𝑘 + 1|𝑘)
.
.
.

𝑢(𝑘 + 𝑁 − 1|𝑘)]
 
 
 
 
 

  , 𝐱(𝑘) =

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑥(𝑘 + 1|𝑘)

𝑥(𝑘 + 2|𝑘)
.
.
.

𝑥(𝑘 + 𝑁|𝑘)]
 
 
 
 
 

 . (3.2) 
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Here 𝑢(𝑘 +  𝑖 | 𝑘)  and 𝑥(𝑘 +  𝑖 | 𝑘) denote input and state vectors at the time 𝑘 +  𝑖   that 

are predicted at time k, and therefore the system state evolves according to the prediction model 

as following:  

𝑥(𝑘 +  𝑖 +  1|𝑘) =  𝐴𝑥(𝑘 +  𝑖|𝑘) +  𝐵𝑢(𝑘 +  𝑖|𝑘), 𝑖 =  0, 1, … .  (3.3) 

With initial condition (at the beginning of the prediction horizon) defined: 

𝑥(𝑘|𝑘)  =  𝑥(𝑘). (3.4) 

The predictive control feedback law is computed by minimizing a predicted overall 

performance cost, defined in terms of the predicted sequences u, x. The general form of the 

predicted cost can be as:  

𝐽(𝑘) = ∑[ 𝑥𝑇(𝑘 + 𝑖|𝑘)𝑄𝑥(𝑘 + 𝑖|𝑘) + 𝑢𝑇(𝑘 + 𝑖|𝑘)𝑅𝑢(𝑘 + 𝑖|𝑘)]

𝑁

𝑖=0

, (3.5) 

where Q and R are positive definite matrices (Q may be positive semi-definite). 

Obviously, the predicted cost J(k) is a function of the input sequence u(k), and the optimal 

sequence that is minimizing J(k), and it is denoted u*(k): 

𝑢∗(𝑘) = argmin𝑢 𝑗(𝑘) . (3.6) 

Consequently, the main necessary steps of MPC design can be summarized as follows: 

firstly, the system model is used to predict the variables’ future behavior until a horizon in time. 

Then, the desired behavior of the system is represented with the cost function. Finally, the 

optimal actuation is obtained by minimizing the cost function and according to a predefined 

optimization criterion. 

3.3. Predictive Current Control of Switched Reluctance Motor  

In this section, the predictive control is used for the SRM current controller. This method 

directly generates the switching signals for the converter switches without the need for a 

modulator. The MPC uses the system model to predict the controlled variables’ future behavior 

so that the current ripples values could be smaller compared to other current controller types.   

3.3.1. Controller Design  

The SRMs always work in the saturation state to improve the energy conversion rate, which 

results in highly non-linear electromagnetic characteristics. Therefore, establishing an accurate 
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non-linear model of SRM is an essential prerequisite for high-performance control. There are 

many methods to develop the non-linear model of SRM, such as look-up table and interpolation 

techniques, neural network techniques, and analytical methods. In this section, the Look-up 

table technique is used to find the machine’s different values inductance according to the rotor 

position and phases current. From the equivalent circuit of the switched reluctance motor, the 

motor describing equations are [22], [101]: 

𝑉 = 𝑅𝑠𝐼 +
𝑑{𝐿(𝜃,𝐼)𝐼}

𝑑𝑡
  (3.7) 

𝑉 = 𝑅𝑠𝐼 + 𝐿{𝜃, 𝐼}
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝐼

𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑙{𝐿(𝜃,𝐼)𝐼}

𝑑𝜃
 , (3.8) 

𝑉 = 𝑅𝑠𝐼 + 𝐿{𝜃, 𝐼}
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
+

𝑑𝑙{𝐿(𝜃, 𝐼)

𝑑𝜃
 𝜔𝑚𝐼 , 

(3.9) 

where V is phase voltage, RS is phase resistance, L is a mutual inductance, ψ = L {θ, I} I is flux 

linkage/phase depends on rotor position (θ) and phase current (I), and ωm rotor speed.  

By using the discrete-time form, the predicted phase current is calculated from equation 

(3.9) as: 

𝐼(𝑘+1)−𝐼𝑘

𝑇𝑠
 𝐿{𝜃, 𝐼𝑘} = 𝑉 − 𝑅𝑠𝐼𝑘 −

𝑑𝑙{𝐿(𝜃,𝐼𝑘)

𝑑𝜃
 𝜔𝑚𝐼𝑘, (3.10) 

𝐼(𝑘+1) =
𝑇𝑠

𝐿{𝜃, 𝐼𝑘}
(𝑉𝑝(𝑠) − 𝑅𝑠𝐼𝑘 −

𝑑𝑙{𝐿(𝜃, 𝐼𝑘)

𝑑𝜃
 𝜔𝑚𝐼𝑘) + 𝐼𝑘 , 

(3.11) 

where Vp(s) is phase voltage according to converter switching states, and Ts is a sampling time. 

The predictive controller must achieve the smallest current error with a fast response. A 

suitable cost function is used to select the optimal switches stats that generate the minimum 

current error. This cost function, as shown in equation (3.12), considers the absolute difference 

between the reference current and the predicted one. 

𝑔 = |𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼(𝑘+1)|

=  |𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 − {
𝑇𝑠

𝐿{𝜃, 𝐼𝑘}
(𝑉𝑝(𝑠) − 𝑅𝑠𝐼𝑘 −

𝑑𝑙{𝐿(𝜃, 𝐼𝑘)

𝑑𝜃
 𝜔𝑚𝐼𝑘) + 𝐼𝑘}|. 

(3.12) 
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The SRM current control with the corresponding MPC control variables is shown in Figure 

3.1. The MPC is a control technique that needs a reference current to be followed by the motor 

phases current. Hence, the motor speed is taken as the feedback signal and compared to the 

reference signal. The motor speed error is applied to a speed controller to generate the reference 

current signal for MPC operation. The phase commutation block distributes the generated 

reference current signal to all phases based on rotor position data and can determine the turn 

ON and OFF angles for each phase. According to the DC bus voltage, motor speed, and 

reference current, the motor phases turn-on angle will be changed.  

D
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Figure 3.1: Predictive current control block diagram of SRMs 

The values of turn-on angle in motoring operation are 90 ͦ < θON < 120 ͦ and the turn-off 

angle will be 60 ͦ after turning on. The turn-on angle can be calculated from equation 

(3.13)[102], [103], [104]. 

𝜃𝑂𝑁 = 𝜃𝑚 −
𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝜔𝑚

𝑉𝑑𝑐
 , (3.13) 

where Lmin is the inductance of the unaligned position, ωm is the rotor angular speed, and Vdc is 

the supply voltage.  

With the help of phase voltage, shaft speed, phase current, and rotor position, the predictive 

control algorithm block can predict the future value of the stator current Ia(k+1). The cost 

function block determines the optimal switch state according to the minimum error between 

the predicted current and the reference one generated from the speed control loop. The 
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algorithm of the proposed MPC controller for each phase is built as shown in the flowchart in 

Figure 3.2, where the main steps are demonstrated. 

gopt =  

For, i =0:1

Predictive phase current I(K+1)  (Equation 3.11) 

Cost Function (g) Minimization

No

Yes

i >=1

Select Optimum Switches State (S) for each phase

Select L{θ,I} from lookup table

Calculate Vp(s) according to switching states (Vdc , 0,  -Vdc) 

Measurements and References

(Vdc, Rs, I, θ, ωm, Iref) 

 

Figure 3.2: The algorithm of the proposed controller 

3.3.2. SRM Performance with Predictive Current Control  

The simulation test is conducted using a non-linear model of SRM with an asymmetrical 

type of power converter. The SRM simulation parameters are listed in Appendix A. The test is 

divided into two main steps; the first one is applying the HCC for SRM and obtaining motor 

performance.  After that, the MPC is applied to the same system with the same parameters, 

load conditions, and sampling time, and obtaining the motor performance. 

As mentioned before, the speed control loop is used to keep the motor speed tracked the 

reference one and generated a suitable reference current for the current control loop. The SRM 

is tested with a reference speed of 1000 rpm and two different load torque conditions to verify 

the controller’s effectiveness. The load torque changed from 10 Nm to 20 Nm at 0.3s, and the 

motor speed response and zoom of these signals in the case of HCC and MPC are shown in 

Figure 3.3. It is worth mentioning here that the same speed controller is used in two cases. 
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Figure 3.3: Motor speed profile with HCC and MPC 

The SRM performance is studied with HCC and MPC. The studied system was performed 

with three different sampling times leading to three different switching frequencies. The 

sampling time is Ts= 1, 5, 10µs, and the sampling time is being constant in HCC and MPC 

methods to ensure the proposed control techniques’ effectiveness. The hysteresis current band 

was ΔI = ±0.1. The response of one phase current with the reference current at sampling time 

Ts= 10µs is shown in Figure 3.4. It is noticeable that the reference current has ripples because 

it was generated from the speed control loop.  The SRM torque response at two different load 

conditions with the HCC and MPC method is studied, and Figure 3.5 presents the motor torque 

using a predictive current control technique and HCC. It is clear the load torque was doubled 

at Ts = 0.3s from 10 Nm to 20 Nm. The motor performance results with MPC are compared 

with the performance in the case of the traditional controller.  

 

Figure 3.4: One phase current response of SRM with HCC and MPC at Ts = 10µs 
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Figure 3.5: Motor torque in case of HCC and MPC at Ts = 10µs 

The comparison between the current response using MPC and using HCC during one phase 

conduction period is shown in Figure 3.6. The obtained results show the difference between 

the two techniques. It is noted that the current ripples during the phase conduction period with 

MPC are smaller than with HCC but with a higher switching frequency. As a result of phase 

current ripples reduction, the torque ripples during the phases’ conduction period have been 

reduced. Figure 3.7 shows the motor torque in the case of MPC and HCC at 10 Nm load. From 

the plotted curves, the torque ripples during the phase conduction period and average torque 

with MPC are smaller than with HCC.  

 

Figure 3.6: SRM phase current response with HCC and MPC 
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Figure 3.7: Motor torque with HCC and MPC 

The previous results show that the proposed current control algorithm has many benefits 

comparing with the traditional technique. Not only because of the general advantage of MPC, 

as we mentioned before, but also this technique makes the motor phases current tracked the 

reference current signal with satisfactory performances, as concluded in Table 3.2. Because of 

the phases’ direct effect on motor torque, the motor torque ripples during the conduction period 

have been reduced, and the motor average torque decreased as well. 

Table 3.2: Comparison between predictive current control and HCC 

Sampling 

time (μs) 

The average 

switching 

frequency (Hz) 

Load 

torque 

(Nm) 

Phase current performance Torque performance 

Max. ripples 

(%) 

Over/ 

undershoot 

(%) 

Max. ripples 

(%) 

Over/ 

undershoot  

(%) 

 HCC MPC  HCC MPC HCC MPC HCC MPC HCC MPC 

1 6838 15335 
10 1.5 0.25 23 19 0.6 0.1 7.32 4.8 

20 0.75 0.13 14.6 12 0.3 0.1 3 2.5 

5 3740 8450 
10 1.5 0.6 33 22 1.7 0.9 6.8 3.7 

20 1.1 0.5 21 18 0.63 0.26 2.7 1.25 

10 2813 4100 
10 3.47 2.38 50 26 1 0.6 12.6 6 

20 1.6 0.88 30 17.7 1.5 0.88 21 13 
 

3.4. Predictive Direct Torque Control of Switched Reluctance  

Usually, the motor drive control’s main objective is to control and maintain the machine’s 

torque close to the command signals, which is usually adjusted using the speed controller. 

There may be additional objectives for the controller, such as reducing phase currents to 

minimize copper losses and increasing overall efficiency. Furthermore, a finite switching 

frequency has a limited ability to regulate a motor’s torque, and the very high switching 

frequency produces more heat in the power converter switches and increases the heat losses. 
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So, the optimization of the average switching frequency is considered a further purpose of the 

controller. Thus, there is a necessary trade-off between realizing minimum torque ripples, 

operating the controller at the low switching frequency and improving overall efficiency by 

reducing copper losses. This trade-off between controller objectives can be performed using 

different weights for these objectives to optimize torque ripples, phase currents, and switching 

frequency. The Predictive Direct Torque Control (PDTC) can keep the torque Te close to 

reference signal Tref by predicting the future values of the phases torque and selecting the 

optimal switch state applied to power converter switches to minimize the torque error. Due to 

a significant effect of the current costs, the difference between the actual values and the 

predicted values of the phases current should be included in the cost function to minimize the 

copper loss in windings. Regarding the minimization of the average switching frequency, the 

switching times of the power converter’s switches are used as the switching frequency 

indicator. The predefined cost function should guarantee that a switch transition is delayed as 

much as possible to reduce the average switching frequency. 

3.4.1. SRM Model  

The flux linkage of the SRM can be expressed as a function of the stator current (I) and the 

rotor position angle (θ). This function is considered extremely non-linear because the SRM 

usually operates in the saturated zone, as mentioned early. Generally, the magnetization 

characteristics of the SRM can be obtained using one of the following well-known three ways 

[105]: 

The experimental measurement is considered the first and direct way, where the 

magnetization curve of the SRM can be measured using the flux equation. In this method, a 

suitable voltage source is applied to one stator winding of the SRM. Then the voltage and 

current values are obtained and recorded. After that, the rotor position is changed, measures 

the voltage and current values, and repeats this process for each value of the rotor position 

angles. These measuring steps will be repeated for all motor phases. After processing the 

voltage and current waveforms of all phases of the motor, each phase’s magnetization curves 

can be obtained. The experimental measurement method is considered a very long process, 

especially if the desired result needs to be accurate. Also, every process measures the 

characteristics of a single specific machine. 

The second way is the finite-element analysis: Based on the physical dimensions and 

characteristics of the SRM, such as lamination dimensions and magnetic characteristics, air 

gap length, stator, rotor poles arcs, and the size and number of turns of the stator windings, the 
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magnetization curve can be determined by applying the finite-element analysis method. 

Unfortunately, this information about physical dimensions and characteristics is not available 

from the manufacturers in most cases, but if we had designed the machine, we could easily get 

all the required specifications. Besides the lack of these specifications most of the time, this 

method is also considered a time-consuming process. 

The last way is the analytical expression. This method would be convenient and helpful for 

control systems design purposes to determine the magnetization curves from basic parameters 

that can be measurable and manipulated easily or can be mostly available depends on the 

machine geometry and its standard construction. With this method’s help, the generic model 

of the SRM category having standard basic parameters can be represented. This method has 

been used here, and the equations which describe the analytical model are shown as 

follow[105]: 

The magnetization curve at unaligned rotor position (q axis) is represented as a straight line 

with a slope equal to the minimum inductance Lq: 

𝜓𝑞 = 𝐿𝑞𝑖 . 
(3.14) 

The magnetization curve at the aligned rotor position (d axis) is a non-linear function of 

the stator current i: 

𝜓𝑑 = 𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖 + 𝐴(1 − 𝑒−𝐵𝑖) , (3.15) 

where Ldsat is the d-axis saturated inductance, and A and B are constants determined by 

conditions at i = 0 and i = Im (maximum current in stator windings). 

At e -BIm ≈ 0, the constants A and B can be deduced as: 

𝐴 =  𝜓𝑚 − 𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑚 , 

𝐵 =  
𝐿𝑑− 𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜓𝑚−𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑡 𝐼𝑚
 , 

(3.16) 

where Ld is the d-axis non-saturated inductance, and ψm is the flux linkage at i = Im. 

The interpolation between the two extremal curves with a proper π/2 periodic interpolation 

function is used to determine the magnetization curves for the intermediate points: 

𝑓(𝜃𝑝) = {

128 𝜃3 

𝜋3 − 48
𝜃𝑝

2

𝜋2 + 1                                       𝑖𝑓 𝜃𝑝 ∈ [0, 𝜋 4⁄ ]

𝑓 (
𝜋

2
− 𝜃𝑝)                                                     𝑖𝑓 𝜃𝑝 ∈ [𝜋 4⁄ , 𝜋 2⁄ ]

 . (3.17) 
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Consequently, the characteristics of the SRM 6/4 magnetization can be expressed as: 

𝜓𝑝(𝑖, 𝜃) = 𝐿𝑞𝑖𝑝 + [𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖 + 𝐴(1 − 𝑒−𝐵𝑖𝑝) − 𝐿𝑞𝑖𝑝]𝑓(𝜃𝑝). (3.18) 

The derivative of the machine co-energy gives the torque produced by phase p as: 

𝑇𝑒,𝑝(𝑖, 𝜃) = (
𝜕

𝜕𝜃𝑝
)𝑊𝑝′(𝑖𝑝, 𝜃𝑝). (3.19) 

Where the machine co-energy (W′) is calculated as: 

𝑊𝑝
′(𝑖, 𝜃) =  ∫ 𝜓(𝑖𝑝, 𝜃𝑝)

𝑖𝑝
0

𝑑𝑖𝑝 . (3.20) 

Using A and B, the analytical expression for the torque Te can be given by: 

𝑇𝑒,𝑝 = [
𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑡−𝐿𝑞

2
𝑖𝑝
2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑝 −

𝐴

𝐵
(1 − 𝑒−𝐵𝑖𝑝)] 𝑓′(𝜃𝑝). (3.21) 

And the phase currents dynamics can be described using the differential equation as:  

𝑑𝑖𝑝

𝑑𝑡
=

1
𝜕𝜓𝑝

𝜕𝑖𝑝

[𝑈𝑝 + 𝑅𝑖𝑝 − 
𝜕𝜓𝑝

𝜕𝜃𝑝
𝜔] . (3.22) 

3.4.2. Controller Design  

As mentioned earlier, the significant advantage of MPC is the direct design procedure; thus, 

the designer only needs to formulate a single function that includes all control objectives. In 

the following section, the proposed PDITC scheme will be illustrated in more detail. The block 

diagram of the proposed method is described in Figure 3.8. As it is known, the DITC methods 

need electromagnetic reference torque (Tref) signals to be tracked by the motor’s torque. So, in 

some applications, a constant reference torque can be set, or in the case of applications that 

required adjustable speed, the reference torque is generated using a speed control loop; this 

speed control loop usually used a linear controller. 

With the help of a predictive torque control algorithm, the future values of the total 

electromagnetic torques Te(k+1) can be predicted for all possible states by using the motor’s 

model. These predicted values are assessed in a cost function with the other control objects, 

and the optimal state that minimizes the cost function is selected. The gate signals will be 

selected for the optimal state and applied to the next step’s power converter switches. The 

combination of phases switching states is defined as a switching vector Sg = [S1 S2 … Sj], where 

j is the motor phase numbers, depending on the number of phases of the motor and the number 
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of switch states, the numbers of switching vectors n can be determined. For a three-phase SRM 

and with three states for each phase (-Vdc, 0, +Vdc), the possible numbers of the switching 

vectors that can be applied to the power converter in each step are n = 33 = 27; accordingly, 

there are 27 types of voltage vectors can be applied to the SRM as listed in  

Table 3.3. 

D
C

 B
u

s

 
  

 
  S2

S3

Ij

Predictive Torque 

Algorithm 

Te(k+1) Ij(K)   

Vj(K)

wm(K)

S5

Speed 

Controller 

Tref

ωref

ωm

d/dt

 
  

 
  S4

 
  

 
  S6

Position sensor

Minimization of 

Cost  Function 
Switches State 

Selector

S1  S2  S3  S4  S5  S6  

Vdc

eω 

θm 

SRM

 

Figure 3.8: Proposed PDITC block diagram of SRMs 

The continuous-time model of the SRM can be replaced by a discrete-time model by 

applying forward Euler discretization as following: 

The discrete-time expression of the phase currents is: 

𝑖𝑝(𝑘 + 1) = [(
𝑇𝑠

𝜕𝜓𝑝

𝜕𝑖𝑝(𝑘)

)(𝑈𝑝(𝑘) + 𝑅𝑖𝑝(𝑘) − 
𝜕𝜓𝑝

𝜕𝜃𝑝
𝜔)] + 𝑖𝑝(𝑘) . (3.23) 

And the discrete-time expression for the torque Te (k+1) can be given by: 

𝑇𝑒,𝑝(𝑘 + 1) = 

[
𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑡−𝐿𝑞

2
(𝑖𝑝(𝑘 + 1))2 + 𝐴𝑖𝑝(𝑘 + 1) −

𝐴

𝐵
(1 − 𝑒−𝐵𝑖𝑝(𝑘+1))] 𝑓′(𝜃𝑝(𝑘 + 1)). 

(3.24) 

The next step value of the rotor position data (θp(k+1)) can be estimated from the motor 

speed and measured rotor position data (θp(k)) as: 

𝜃𝑝(𝑘 + 1) = 𝜃𝑝(𝑘) + 𝜔𝑇𝑠 . (3.25) 
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Table 3.3: Different states of the six switches and voltage vector  

State  Phase A switches   Phase B switches  Phase C switches  Phases Voltage 

  S1 S2  S1 S2  S1 S2  Va  Vb  Vc 

1  0 0  0 0  0 0  -Vdc  -Vdc  -Vdc 

2  1 0  0 0  0 0  0  -Vdc  -Vdc 

3  1 1  0 0  0 0  Vdc  -Vdc  -Vdc 

4  0 0  1 0  0 0  -Vdc  0  -Vdc 

5  1 0  1 0  0 0  0  0  -Vdc 

6  1 1  1 0  0 0  Vdc  0  -Vdc 

7  0 0  1 1  0 0  -Vdc  Vdc  -Vdc 

8  1 0  1 1  0 0  0  Vdc  -Vdc 

9  1 1  1 1  1 0  Vdc  Vdc  0 

10  0 0  0 0  1 0  -Vdc  -Vdc  0 

11  1 0  0 0  1 0  0  -Vdc  0 

12  1 1  0 0  1 0  Vdc  -Vdc  0 

13  0 0  1 0  1 0  -Vdc  0  0 

14  1 0  1 0  1 0  0  0  0 

15  1 1  1 0  1 0  Vdc  0  0 

16  0 0  1 1  1 0  -Vdc  Vdc  0 

17  1 0  1 1  1 0  0  Vdc  0 

18  1 1  1 1  1 0  Vdc  Vdc  0 

19  0 0  0 0  1 1  -Vdc  -Vdc  Vdc 

20  1 0  0 0  1 1  0  -Vdc  Vdc 

21  1 1  0 0  1 1  Vdc  -Vdc  Vdc 

22  0 0  1 0  1 1  -Vdc  0  Vdc 

23  1 0  1 0  1 1  0  0  Vdc 

24  1 1  1 0  1 1  Vdc  0  Vdc 

25  0 0  1 1  1 1  -Vdc  Vdc  Vdc 

26  1 0  1 1  1 1  0  Vdc  Vdc 

27  1 1  1 1  1 1  Vdc  Vdc  Vdc 

 

In this study, the significant objective of the controller is to maintain the motor’s torque 

close to the reference torque, which is usually set by a speed control loop, with acceptable 

ripples values. The further objectives that will be considered in the cost function are a reduction 

of the average switching frequency of the power converter and minimize the phases' current 

lead to reduce the electrical losses in stator windings.  By tuning and adjusting the different 

values of the weight factors for copper losses and average switching times in the cost function, 

torque ripple, electrical losses, and average switching times can be optimized. The average 

switching frequency of the power converter can be calculated from: 

𝐹𝑠𝑤 =
𝐶1+𝐶2 +𝐶3  

3𝑇𝑠
 , (3.26) 

where Cp is the number of switches of the P phase converter during a time interval Ts. 
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And the copper losses of the motor can be calculated as: 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = √
1

𝑁
∑ ∑ (𝑖𝑘)2𝑅𝑁

𝑘=1
3
𝑃=1  , 

(3.27) 

where N is the number of samples. 

The cost function g is calculated for all 27 different voltage vectors, as described earlier, 

and the voltage vector that minimizes the cost function will be applied to the motor in the next 

time interval. The following equation describes the used cost function: 

g = | 𝑇𝑒
∗ − 𝑇𝑒(𝑘 + 1)| + 𝜆1 ∑|𝑖𝑗(𝑘 + 1)|

3

𝑗=1

+ 𝜆2|𝑆g(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑆g(𝑘)| , (3.28) 

where λ1 and λ2 are the weight factors for copper losses and switching times, respectively.        

1> λ1 > 0, and 1 > λ2 > 0. 

To demonstrate how the proposed PDITC algorithm works, the flowchart in Figure 3.9 

describes the steps of this algorithm.  

gopt =  

For, j =0:26

 Predict motor torque Te(k+1) (Equation 3.24) 

 Optimize cost function (g) 

No

Yes

j >=26

Select optimum switches state (Sg) for each phase

Calculate ψp(i, θ) (Equation 3.18) 

 Apply Vg(k) according to switching states (Vdc , 0, -Vdc) 

 Estimate phases current ip(k+1)  (Equation 3.23) 

 Evaluate cost function g (Equation 3.28)  

Measurements and references

(Vdc, Ip(k+1), θ(k+1), ωm, Tref) 

 

Figure 3.9: Algorithm of the proposed PDITC 
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Firstly, measuring the phase current ip(k), DC bus voltage Vdc(k), and motor speed ωm or 

position data θp(k). In the meantime, reference values for the motor's speed or torque should be 

set or generated. The second step is determining the magnetization characteristics of the 6/4 

SRM, as defined in equation (3.18). Then inside the iteration loop, applying the voltage vector 

Vg(k) according to switching states in each cycle. In the third step, estimating the future values 

of the phases current ip(k+1) using equation (3.23), and the rotor position θp(k+1) using 

equation (3.25), considering the applied voltage vector. The fourth step is the torque prediction 

step, predicting the torque of the SRM for every possible voltage vector Te(k+1) using equation 

(3.24), and then evaluating the cost function g using equation (3.28) for each prediction. 

Finally, classifying the different values of the cost function from lower to higher and selecting 

the optimal state that provides the smallest value of the cost function, which is generated from 

the optimal voltage vector, and return to the first step again. 

3.4.3. SRM Performance with Predictive Torque Control  

The performances of the PDITC technique have been studied in this section with step time 

in the simulation test Ts = 10 µs, and the weight factors are λ1 = 0.025 and λ2= 0.002. The 

controller is tested with two different study cases to verify the proposed controller's 

effectiveness, and a comparison was prepared between the proposed method and the traditional 

DITC method. In the first study case, which aimed to test the controller robustness in following 

the reference torque, the SRM runs at the steady-state condition with a rotor speed of nm=1000 

rpm and the load torque TL = 10 Nm, and at time Ts= 0.3s, the load torque is increased to TL = 

20 Nm. The simulation results obtained from the torque tracking study using conventional 

DITC and PDITC are shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, respectively. 

As can be seen from the obtained results that the load torque changed at Ts= 0.3s, and thanks 

to the speed control loop, the motor speed in the two control techniques tracking the reference 

speed signal even if the reference torque changed, as shown in Figure 3.10 (a) and Figure 3.11 

(a). The three phases currents are switched ON and OFF according to the torque control loop 

to produce the demanded torque, as shown in Figure 3.10 (b) and Figure 3.11 (b), and due to 

the step-change in the load torque, the current values are rising. From the motor torque profile, 

which shows in Figure 3.10 (c) and Figure 3.11 (c), the motor torque ripples using the PDITC 

technique are smaller than the ripples using a conventional DITC method. The detailed 

differences of the torque ripples value will be listed in a table, and the enhancement in the 

torque performance will be discussed subsequently in the comparison section. 
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Figure 3.10: Conventional DITC performance in the first case study (a) Motor speed (b) Phases current (c) 

Torque 

 

Figure 3.11: Proposed PDITC performance in the first case study (a) Motor speed (b) Phases current (c) Torque 

In the second study case, which aims to test the controller's tracking performances, the 

demanded load torque is set to TL = 10 Nm, and the speed is changed from nm = 800 to nm = 

1200 rpm. Figure 3.12 shows the motor's speed, currents, and torque with a conventional DITC 

in the second study case, and this performance in the case of PDITC is shown in Figure 3.13. 

When the motor speed is increased from 800 to 1200 rpm during 0.1s to track the speed 

reference signal, the three-phase current is also increasing to keep the motor speed close to the 

desired value. And after that, it goes back to the steady-state value when the motor speed 

reaches the steady-state at Ts=0.3s, as shown in Figure 3.12 (b) and Figure 3.13 (b). From the 

motor torque performance at steady-state conditions, it is noted that the torque ripples using 

the PDITC method in Figure 3.13 (c) are smaller than ripples in the case of using the 

conventional DITC method in Figure 3.12 (c). The torque ripples values using two control 

techniques will be listed and summarized in a comparison table. 
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Figure 3.12: Conventional DITC performance in the second case study 

 

Figure 3.13: Proposed PDITC performance in the second case study 

Table 3.4 reviews and compares the torque ripples percentage, average switching frequency 

of the power converter, and copper losses using PDITC and conventional DITC in different 

speed ranges with varying load torque. As shown in the comparison table, the proposed PDITC 

method has improved performance by 5-6% compared with the traditional DITC technique. 

While this performance is enhanced by 2-3% in the case of load torque has been doubled to 20 

Nm. The comparison table also listed the average switching frequencies at load torque 10 Nm 

and motor speeds 800, 1000, and 1200 rpm, which are 5163, 5091, and 4732 Hz in case of the 

proposed PDITC method and 6434, 6428, and 5801 Hz in case of the conventional DITC 

method. While when the load torque changes to 20 Nm, the average switching frequencies' 

value became 5144, 4700, and 4103 Hz with the PDITC method and 6812, 6056, and 5255 Hz 

using the conventional method. These average switching frequencies' values confirm that the 

PDITC method can effectively reduce the average switching frequencies. This reduction rate 
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is mainly based on the weighting factor of the average switching frequencies (λ2) in the 

objective function. 

 The data in Table 3.4 illustrate that the copper losses in the case of PDITC are lower, and 

it decreased by 1-1.25% compared with the DITC technique. And this means that the efficiency 

of SRM using the PDITC technique will be higher. The percentage of copper losses can be 

lower by increases the weighting factor of the phases current in the controller objective’s 

function (λ1), but this will affect the ripples values and the average switching frequency. 

According to the application, the three controller objectives can be adjusted in the cost function 

by tuning the objectives weighting factor using a suitable optimization method to reach the 

optimal required performance. 

Table 3.4: Comparison between PDITC and conventional DITC method 

Motor torque  

(Nm) 

Motor 

speed nm 

 (rpm) 

Torque performance Switching 

frequency  

(Hz) 

Copper losses 

(W) 
Over/undershoot 

(%) 

Max. ripples 

(%) 

  DITC PDITC DITC PDITC DITC PDITC DITC PDITC 

10 

800 13.5 8.48 2.3 1.5 6434 5163 27.25 27.01 

1000 14.25 8.6 2.2 1.4 6428 5091 27.265 27.1 

1200 14.8 8.76 2.2 1.25 5801 4732 27.3 27.13 

20 

800 9.7 6.75 1.8 1.4 6812 5144 53.6 53.4 

1000 10 7.5 1.6 1.35 6056 4700 53.72 53.52 

1200 11.4 9.4 1.5 1.2 5255 4103 54.08 53.82 
  

3.5. Summary  

The MPC is a feedback law based on prediction, optimization, and receding horizon 

implementation. The optimization is performed over open-loop predictions, which are based 

on a system model. The MPC is considered one of the best control strategies for machine drive 

applications. It is simple, intuitive, robust, and flexible. In this work, the MPC is programmed 

by C code, and the simulation test is performed with 4/6 non-linear SRM. In the first part of 

this chapter, MPC is proposed to the current controller of SRMs. The controller was tested 

under different loading conditions. With the help of a predictive current control algorithm, the 

SRM's current tracking the reference signal with smaller current ripples values compared to 

traditional current control techniques. Hence, the torque ripples during the SRM phases' 

conduction period have been reduced, and the average torque has been reduced.  

In the second part of this chapter, the MPC-based control method for the direct torque 

control of SRMs has been presented. In the proposed control system, the analytical model is 

applied to predict the control variables' future states by using a non-linear model from the 
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literature to predict the non-linear behavior of the SRM. At the same time, multiple control 

objectives are achieved by applying a predefined cost function. The torque control's main aim 

is to hold the torque close to the desired values with the smallest possible value for torque 

ripples; also, the proposed controller aims to minimize the winding currents and decrease 

copper losses and minimize the average switching frequency.  

The proposed controller was studied at various loading conditions to investigate the 

controller robustness and variable reference speeds to examine the controller's tracking 

performance. The obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed PDITC 

technique to minimize the torque ripples of the SRM, whether in case of load torque changed 

or motor speed changed. With the help of the proposed controller's multi-objective function, 

not only, the torque tracks the reference signal with small values of ripples, but also the copper 

losses and the average switching frequency have been minimized compared to the conventional 

DITC technique. 
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Chapter 4: Modern Aircraft Electrical Power System 

Description  

4.1. Introduction  

The conventional aircraft utilizes a combination of hydraulic, electric, pneumatic, and 

mechanical power transfer systems. Increasing the use of electric power in civil aviation is seen 

as an opportunity to make aircraft power systems more efficient, modern, and dependent on 

new technologies based on rapidly evolving technology in power electronics, fault-tolerant 

electrical power distribution systems, and electric driven flight control systems. The concept 

of More-Electric-Aircraft (MEA) implies increasing electrical power to drive aircraft sub-

systems that in the conventional aircraft have been driven by a combination of mechanical, 

hydraulic, and pneumatic systems. The objective of the MEA is to replace the non-electrical 

power completely or partially in the aircraft with electricity. This idea was first applied to meet 

the military requirement for the aircraft's less overall weight, lower maintenance costs, higher 

reliability, and better performance [106], [107]. 

The MEA has the potential to take advantage of emerging technologies in power 

generation, distribution, power electronics, and energy storage. The main goals of MEA are to 

improve power system efficiency, improve weight/volume, reduce total cost, enhance safety, 

thermal efficiency, reliability, and maintainability, as well as increase functionality, cost-

effective rapid technological insertion, including green systems. The most significant MEA 

challenge is integrating new power electronics loads, which affect the system's power quality.  

All electrical loads are prone to failures when exposed to one or more electrical power quality 

problems. Electrical equipment is only guaranteed/qualified to operate correctly if its input 

power quality as per specification. Another challenge is the testing and simulation, which is 

extensively used to develop requirements, validate requirements, and verify the design [108], 

[109], [110]. 

 The concept of the MEA is seen as the direction of aircraft power system technology in 

the future. The future of the aircraft power system will employ multi-voltage level hybrid DC 

and AC systems. Thus, MEA electrical distribution systems are mainly in the form of multi-

converter power systems. The electrical system of modern aircraft is a mixed voltages system 

consisting of the four types of voltages: 400 Vac (variable frequency), 200 Vac, 28 Vdc, and 

270 Vdc. Aircraft electrical power system often consists of two or more engine-driven-

generators to supply the AC loads throughout the aircraft. All aircraft systems need AC and 
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DC power altogether. The DC power comes from rectifying the AC power using Transformer 

Rectifier Units (TRUs) and/or power converters. Developers and researchers have made much 

progress in recent years to develop modern civil aircraft power systems to accommodate the 

increasing use of electricity on-board. The development of both Boeing and Airbus aircraft 

regarding the total power generation are shown in Figure 4.1. Boeing's (B787) power rating 

reaches 1.4 MVA, while it is 0.8 MVA for Airbus (A380) [111]. 

 

Figure 4.1: Power rating of modern civil aircrafts 

4.2. Aircraft Electric Power Generation  

Generally, there are different types of generator driving systems for civil aircraft, as shown 

in Figure 4.2. In the Constant Speed Drive (CSD) system, shown in Figure 4.2 (a), the engine 

speed is constant by hydro-mechanical conversion. As the engine speed is constant, the 

generator frequency is constant at 400 Hz with a phase voltage of 115 Vac. The generator and 

its drive are integrated into one unit to save space, and hence, the name of an Integrated Drive 

Generator (IDG). The drive unit's function is to convert the variable speed of the input shaft to 

constant speed. This system is expensive to purchase and maintain due to the complexity of the 

mechanical drive system. In the Variable Speed Constant Frequency (VSCF) generating 

system, the output speed is variable, and consequently, the output generator frequency is 

variable.  To provide an AC voltage with a constant frequency of 400Hz, a DC-link is formed 

between the generator side and the AC loads, as shown in Figure 4.2 (b) using AC/DC and 

DC/AC power converters. The DC-link provides additional benefits for feeding high voltage 

loads and charging batteries. The other method to provide a constant frequency from the 
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variable-speed shaft is utilizing a cycloconverter (AC/AC converter), as shown in Figure 4.2 

(c). The last type is the Variable Frequency (VF) generating type, which is considered the most 

efficient one and is used for modern civil aircraft. In this type, the engine's speed is variable, 

and hence, the generator frequency is varied from 360-800 Hz with an output voltage of 115 

Vac per phase, as shown in Figure 4.2 (d). The VF drive system is the simplest form of 

generating power, cheapest, and the most reliable. VF voltages have an impact upon other 

aircraft sub-systems as motors and controllers existed on-board [112], [113]. Different aircraft 

electrical generating technologies, power ratings, and applications are listed in Table 4.1 [107],  

[113]. 
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Figure 4.2: Electric power generating technologies of civil aircraft 

4.3. Aircraft Electric Distribution System  

Conventional aircraft Electrical Power System (EPS) often consists of two or more engine-

driven generators to supply electrical loads throughout the aircraft. While engine-driven 

generators are singly connected to the distribution buses in some civil aircraft configurations 

(i.e., each generator is responsible for a specific number of buses), modern civil aircraft and air 

forces use the parallel connection configuration. In this configuration, the main generator bus 

bars are connected through Bus-Tie Breaker (BTB). If one generator should fail, it is 

automatically isolated from its respective busbar, and the operative generator then takes over 

all bus-bar loads. However, if both generators fail, nonessential loads can no longer be 

supplied, but the batteries will automatically provide power for the essential services and keep 
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them operating for a predetermined period depending on load requirements and battery state of 

charge using power inverters. In a conventional aircraft system, the synchronous generator 

supplies AC voltage at a constant frequency to the AC loads in the aircraft power system. 

AC/DC rectifiers are used to convert the AC voltage at the main AC bus to multi-level DC 

voltages at the secondary buses, which supply electrical power to DC loads [106], [109], [114]. 

Table 4.1: Aircraft different electrical generating technologies, power rating, and applications 

Generation type Civil applications Military applications 

 Aircraft model Power rating Aircraft model Power rating 

IDG/CF 

[115VAC/400Hz] 

B777 2x120kVA 

Eurofighter 

Typhoon 
 

A340 4x90kVA 

B737NG 2x90kVA 

MD-12 4X120kVA 

B747 4X120kVA 

B717 2X40kVA 

B767-400 2X120kVA 

VSCF (Cycloconverter) 

[115VAC/400Hz] 

  F18C/D 2X40/45kVA 

  F18E/F 2X60/65kVA 

VSCF(DC-Link) 

[115VAC/400Hz] 

B777(Backup) 2X20kVA   

MD- 90 2X75kVA   

VF [115VAC/380-760Hz] 

Cobal Ex 4X40kVA 

Boeing JSF 2X50kVA Horizon 4X25kVA 

A380 4X150kVA 

VF [230VAC] B787 4X250kVA   
 

As mentioned previously, the modern aircraft's main generators' power rating reaches 1 

MVA, and the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) generators rating, which was used during the 

normal flight conditions as backup power sources, in case of generators failure, reach 450 kVA. 

In the modern aircraft power distribution system, the primary AC bus is characterized by its 

higher rating voltage of 400 VLL with a frequency range of 360-800 Hz instead of 200 VLL in 

conventional distribution systems. The primary AC power bus feeds primary AC loads, 270 

Vdc loads through Auto-Transformer Rectifier Unit (ATRU), secondary AC loads through 

Autotransformer Unit (ATU), and 28 Vdc loads through Transformer Rectifier Unit (TRU). 

The primary power distribution system consolidates the aircraft's electrical power inputs. It can 

accept power from the main aircraft generator, APU generator, and ground power when 

deployed by the emergency electrical system. Different aircraft EPS architectures lead to 

different net weight, efficiency, and reliability. Thus, it is of great significance to properly 

design an EPS to be appropriately utilized in power flow analysis to keep the flow of power 

when a failure occurs conveniently. Aircraft EPS can be either centralized, as shown in Figure 
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4.3 (a), or remotely distributed, as shown in Figure 4.3 (b). A remotely distributed type allows 

for optimization, results in higher reliability and weight benefit, and enables distribution units 

such as power converters to be placed closer to loads [115], [116]. 
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Figure 4.3: Aircraft EPS: (a) Centralized, (b) Remotely distributed 

 In many EPS proposed architectures, a primary High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) bus 

is assumed [117], [118]. Different loads are connected to the 270 Vdc bus in HVDC EPS, as 

shown in Figure 4.4. Although this architecture provides stability and can reduce system 

weight, it is maybe relatively high in cost and has relatively low efficiency [119], [120]. The 

most popular aircraft EPS architecture, which is used in almost all modern aircraft such as 

B787, is AC EPS. Different loads are connected to the 230 Vac bus in this architecture, as is 

shown in Figure 4.5. Two main generators are coupled to each engine, and there exist two APU 

generators that provide a 230 Vac phase voltage on the primary AC bus. All busses are directly 

derived from the primary AC bus utilizing ATRU, TRU, and ATU [116]. 
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Figure 4.4: EPS with primary DC 270 V bus (HVDC EPS) 
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Figure 4.5: EPS with primary AC 230 V with variable frequency 350 - 800 Hz bus 

4.4. Modern Aircraft Electric Loads  

     Once the aircraft's electrical power has been generated and distributed, it is accessible to 

the aircraft services.  These electrical services cover a range of functions spread geographically 

everywhere the aircraft, depending upon their task.  While the quantity of electrical services is 
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a multitude, they may be broadly subdivided into the following categories [121]: lighting 

services, sub-system controllers, avionics systems, heating devices, and motors. The 

availability of adequate lighting is essential to the aircraft's safe operation. Aircraft's lighting 

systems are divided into external and internal; the external lighting includes navigation, 

landing/taxiing, formation, inspection, emergency evacuation, and logo lights. Simultaneously, 

the internal lighting includes cockpit/flight deck, passenger service, and emergency evacuation 

lighting. One of the essential aircraft's loads is the heating system; the heating load represents 

the power needed for anti-icing or de-icing systems, consuming many tens of kVA. Different 

motor applications in the aircraft are shown in Figure 4.6 [113]. The number of motors and the 

power requirement associated with each type of application for existing famous aircraft is listed 

in Table 4.2 [113], [122]. The flight control surface actuation's loads for modern aircraft will 

be discussed in detail in the following subsection. 

 
Figure 4.6: Onboard motor applications and their functions 

Table 4.2: Potential motor drive applications for aircrafts  

Application Number of motors Rating/motor 

Air conditioning & cooling fans 11 1kVA-6kVA 

Flaps & slats 2 5-6kVA 

Fuel & override pumps 4 9-10kVA 

Fuel boost pumps 6 3-4kVA 

Hydraulic pumps 4 9-10kVA 

 

4.4.1. Modern Aircraft Flight Control Surfaces Actuators  

The aircraft's flight control surfaces represent the essential part of the plane, responsible 

for all aircraft's actions from take-off, flying, landing, and so on. Figure 4.7 shows the example 

of flight control surfaces configuration – commercial airliner (A320) [113]. The MEA concept 
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can be subdivided into Fly-By-Wire (FBW), in which the hydraulically powered flight 

actuators are electrically signaled, and Power-By-Wire (PBW), in which the actuators are 

directly powered from the aircraft's EPS. Implementing the PBW aircraft can provide compact, 

reliable, and electrically powered actuators to replace the conventional hydraulic system [123].  

 

Figure 4.7: Airplane flight control surfaces 

With recent developments in high-performance motors and power electronics, research is 

being undertaken to develop suitable electrical actuators. Electrically powered flight actuators 

can take two principal configurations, the Electro-Mechanical Actuator (EMA) with 

mechanical gearing and the Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator (EHA) with fluidic gearing between 

the motor and the actuated surface.  

Generally, EHAs are used to drive the primary control surfaces (elevator, aileron, and 

flaperon) Figure 4.8 (a). The secondary flight control surface consists of spoiler panels, and the 

EMAs are used to drive these panels; Figure 4.8 (b) shows the secondary flight control surface 

and their actuator locations [124]. 
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Figure 4.8: Flight control surfaces actuators (a) Primary configuration, (b) Secondary configuration 
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The electrical actuation loads represent the power needed for the operation of electric 

actuation inside the aircraft. Although electric actuation requires electric motors, power 

converters, and controllers, it provides many advantages over using the hydraulic and 

mechanical actuator types. These benefits can be summarized as following [125]: 

• Reducing maintenance due to the modular nature of the system, 

• Increasing functionality since there is individual control of each surface element, 

• Improving fault detection, as all monitoring is electronic and transmitted to the pilot, 

• Reducing mass and higher efficiency than mechanical actuators, 

• Sensor control systems can easily monitor wear and degradation. 

4.5. Description of Boeing 787 Civil Aircraft Electrical System 

This section presents a complete description of the modern civil aircraft Boeing (B787) 

electrical power system. B787 is taken as the case study in this work for many reasons: it is the 

first commercial aircraft to have a 230 Vac variable frequency distribution system, the first 

commercial airplane to have an electrically powered air conditioning system, the first to utilize 

EMA flight control actuators, and unrivaled aircraft efficiency, with extensive use of solid-

state power electronics. The B787 delivers a 20% reduction in fuel and CO2, 28% below 2008 

industry limits for NOx, and a 60% smaller noise footprint [108].  

The MEA electrical generation and conversion efficiencies are significantly higher than 

earlier non-MEA. The improvement in efficiency is primarily due to using a VF generator and 

advances in power electronics that allow much higher power conversion efficiencies. For 

instance, comparing the B787 to the B777, the efficiency measured at the generator's AC output 

is 53% compared to 34%, and at the ±270 VDC bus, the efficiency is 51% compared to 25%, 

respectively [126]. The VF generation system is the simplest form of generating power, 

cheapest, and most reliable. On the other hand, variable frequency impacts other aircraft sub-

systems, especially those requiring constant frequency supply and motor controllers. Figure 

4.9 shows the overall schematic of the B787 electrical power system structure [127].  
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Figure 4.9: Boeing (B787) electrical power system structure 

The B787 has an engine-mounted generator that produces a variable frequency of 230 Vac 

output voltage. About 30% of the generated power is used directly (variable-frequency loads). 

The rest of the generated power is divided among the ±270 Vdc bus loads using an ATRU with 

an efficiency of 97%, the loads connected at the 115 Vac 400 Hz equipped with a 98% efficient 

transformer, and finally, the loads connected to the 28 Vdc bus equipped with an 80% efficient 

TRU.  

4.5.1.  Electrical Power Generation 

B787 consists of four variable frequency three-phase synchronous generators, two at each 

side of the aircraft. Each of them has a total output power of 250 kVA with an output line 

voltage of 400 Vac, and the frequency ranges from 360 to 800 Hz. Another two APUs with 

specifications like the main generators except for their output power of 225 kVA each are 

existing. These APUs operate only in emergencies such as the failure of one or more of the 

main generators.  
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4.5.2. Electrical Distribution System 

As shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 4.9, the aircraft employs four distinct 

distribution voltages and types used to serve different aircraft loads. The 230 Vac system is 

used as the main bus and is fed by all generators, including the APU generators. The main bus 

provides the power for some of the larger VF loads within the aircraft (e.g., wing ice protection, 

cargo heaters, etc.) and the other three buses. The 270 Vdc bus is fed from the 230 Vac bus 

through an ATRU and powers large motors on the airplane, such as the Environmental Control 

System (ECS) fans and compressors. The 115 Vac bus is fed from the 230 Vac system through 

an ATU and is used for InterCommunications System (ICS) and other loads. In addition to the 

VF loads on the 115 Vac bus, there are CF loads also exist; in this case, an inverter is required 

to provide the power for CF loads. The 28 Vdc bus is fed from the 230 Vac bus through TRU 

and used for flight control and other loads. 

4.5.3. Electrical Loads 

Different types of loads exist inside the B787 distributed in the aircraft to provide the flying 

requirements and the passengers' necessary needs and welfare. The total load inside the B787 

aircraft sums to around 1 MW [126], as listed in Table 4.3. The full load connected to the 270 

Vdc bus represents about 43.2%, 3.4% are connected to the 28 Vdc bus, whereas about 27.2% 

and 18% are connected to the primary and secondary AC buses, respectively. The rest of the 

8.2% represents the total losses of the aircraft power system; this leads to an overall efficiency 

of 91.8% for the aircraft electrical system. The main electrical loads of B787 can be 

summarized as [113]: Firstly, ECS and pressurization. Removing bleed air mean that air for 

the ECS and pressurization systems needs to be pressurized electrically; four large electrically 

driven compressors are required with a total electrical power of 500 kVA. Secondly, Wing anti-

icing; non-availability of bleed air means that wing anti-icing must be provided by electrical 

heating mats embedded in the wing leading edge. Wing anti-icing requires in the order of 100 

kVA of electrical power. Thirdly, Electric motor pumps; Some of the aircraft's hydraulic 

Engine Driven Pumps (EDPs) are replaced by electrically driven pumps. The new electrical 

motor pumps require around 100 kVA for each, giving a total load requirement of 400 kVA. 

Besides, the EMAs and EHAs are used instead of traditional hydraulic actuators with a central 

hydraulic system. The EMAs and EHAs are powered by the 270 Vdc distribution bus. The 

detailed description and the difference between the two actuator types will be illustrated in the 

following subsections. 
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Table 4.3: B787 Aircraft electrical loads 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5.3.1. Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator (EHA) 

The EHA is driven by an electric motor, which controls a hydraulic pump, as shown in 

Figure 4.10. The EHA has standard hydraulic bypass valves to guarantee ease of use of 

traditional active-standby or active-active actuator architectures. It is closely like conventional 

centralized hydraulic actuators in operating. Thus, the EHA is more suitable for primary flight 

control. The EHA techniques make the quiescent power consumption lower during the standby 

operation. The EHA can also achieve a rapid start-up response time by using the highly efficient 

electrical system due to the PBW feature itself.  The conventional hydraulic actuators have a 

lower efficiency (typically max 50%) than that of EHA (typically 50%-70%). The single-mode 

failure vulnerability of the EHA is lower compared with the hydraulic actuators. Moreover, it 

is easy to integrate several sub-systems into one system for the EHA, which contributes to 

higher modularity and more straightforward modification, with a subsequent reduction of the 

maintenance costs [128]. 

As shown in Figure 4.10, the reference deflection angle is determined according to the 

actuator's desired position compared to the actual deflection angle. The error signal of the 

deflection angle is processed by the control unit to generate the optimal states' power converter 

switches. The power converter unit regulates the voltage and current that applied to the electric 

motor to rotate in both directions and provide a specific torque and speed to drive the pump, 

thus moving the piston in the required direction. The piston movement will change the arm and 

thus the angle of the surface's deflection to reach the desired position in both directions. The 

power converter is connected to the 270 Vdc bus through the filter to mitigate the high-

frequency harmonics generated in the system [124], [129]. 

Bus name Type of loads Rated Power (KW) 

270 VDC Loads 

ECS/Pressurization 320 

432 
Hydraulics 40 

Equip Cooling 40 

ECS Fans 32 

115 VAC Loads 
Ice Protection 60 

200 
Others 140 

28 VDC Loads 
Flight Controls 14 

34 
Others 20 

230 VAC Loads 

ICS Hydraulics 40 

252 
Galleys 120 

Fuel Pumps 32 

Forward Cargo AC 60 
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Figure 4.10: The electro-hydrostatic actuator (EHA) configuration and operation 

4.5.3.2. Electro-Mechanical Actuator (EMA)  

The EMA configuration is shown in Figure 4.11, and this type of actuator can be used to 

drive the aircraft's secondary flight control surfaces. A DC-DC bi-directional power converter 

is used in this type of electric actuator to supply the motor with demanded power; this power 

is utilized to moves the spoiler surface through a mechanical transmission with a gearbox and 

a ball-screw mechanism. Regarding the control unit, as can be seen from the actuator 

configuration diagram, the controller takes the error signal of the actuator surface deflection 

angle and processes this signal, then generate the gating signals of the power switches to feed 

the motor with the required power. As a result, the motor rotates at a suitable speed and specific 

torque to drive the ball-screw and change the actuator surface to reach the desired deflection 

angle [129]. 

The MEA usually uses either localized hydraulic actuators, EHAs, or EMAs, which do not 

show the same vulnerability as a conventional hydraulic system, regarding the pipe system's 

flammable oil and maintenance. In addition to the higher efficiency, lower cost, and weight 

offered by the MEA solutions, there is also a possibility to re-generate energy from the 

actuators' motion back to the power system. The action of the MEA control surfaces shows a 

dynamic nature. On top of the dynamic behavior, these movements are often applied under 

very short periods, which require a relatively high torque output of the actuator. Therefore, a 

high power density of the equipment is favorable.  
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Figure 4.11: The electromechanical actuator (EMA) configuration and operation 

4.6. Summary  

In this chapter, the electrical power systems of modern civil aircraft are explained and 

demonstrated. The latest MEA is characterized by a higher power rating that reaches 1 MVA 

than the conventional aircraft with a power rating of 90 kVA. From this discussion, it can be 

concluded that the advances in power electronic switches and control devices make it possible 

to provide a multi-voltage distribution system inside the aircraft with variable and fixed 

frequency supplies with different voltage ratings. Consequently, it enhances the system's 

overall efficiency, increases reliability, provides flexibility and economical operation. 

The emerging requirements of the power electronics-based systems pushed in the direction 

of using advanced control techniques rather than conventional PID. These requirements may 

include fast dynamic operation, acceptable THD values, minimum switching loss, and 

satisfactory performance over a wide range of operations.  

Also, in the chapter, Boeing 787 generation, distribution, and loads systems were discussed 

and explained. Besides, electric actuation systems EMA and EHA types were demonstrated. 

B787 is discussed in detail due to it is the first commercial aircraft to have a 230 Vac variable 

frequency distribution system, the first to utilize EMA flight control actuators, and excellent 

efficiency with extensive use of solid-state power electronics. 
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Chapter 5: Modeling and Advanced Control of Modern 

Aircraft Electrical System 

5.1. Introduction  

Modern aircraft have onboard four types of voltage; 400 Vac (variable frequency), 200 Vac 

(variable and fixed frequency of 400 Hz), 28 Vdc, and 270 Vdc [111], [130]. Although MEA 

has many merits, it faces some challenges, such as the amount of the required power in addition 

to the processing and management of this power [131]. To meet these challenges, highly 

efficient power converters with corresponding efficient control techniques and high-

performance speed drives are essential to cover a wide range of systems onboard. And to fulfill 

these requirements, new topologies, control methods, and devices are being developed. The 

presence of new and fast digital processors leads to the invention of advanced control 

techniques for power converters such as sliding mode control, fuzzy logic control, artificial 

neural network, and predictive control [132]. This chapter's main contributions can be 

summarized as follows: modeling the aircraft electrical power system and MPC application for 

the power converters inside the aircraft and simulating aircraft electrical power system and the 

power converters. Investigating the aircraft system's performance with the MPC under a step-

load change equals the full load value to check the controller's capability to maintain the aircraft 

system stability at severe load changes. 

5.2. Studied System Description  

This work considers the Boeing 787 (B787) MEA as a case study. As mentioned in Chapter 

4:, the electrical distribution power system of B787 consists of four identical channels. Each 

channel has 250 kVA synchronous generators with total rated generated power in the normal 

operation of about 1 MVA. In emergency conditions, there are two extra Auxiliary Power Units 

(APUs); each has 225kVA synchronous generators. As shown in Figure 5.1, each channel has 

four different buses; the first bus is the primary AC bus with 400 Vac and variable frequency 

(360-800 Hz). It is supplied by main synchronous generators and named primary AC bus or 

High Voltage Variable Frequency (HV-VF); this bus supplies VF loads, such as heating and 

anti-icing systems. The second bus is a secondary AC bus or Low Voltage Variable Frequency 

(LV-VF) with 200 Vac; this bus is fed from the primary AC bus after being stepped down and 

used to supply Constant Frequency (CF) loads. The CF AC loads are connected to the 
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secondary AC bus through a three-phase controlled Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) at 200 Vac, 

400 Hz.  

There are two DC buses in the B787 electrical power system; the first one is the 28 Vdc 

bus, which is used to supply the DC loads such as pilot control cabinet and communications 

devices, and it is fed from the primary AC bus through TRU. Another DC bus is the 270 Vdc 

bus, it is provided from the primary AC bus through a three-phase controlled rectifier, and it is 

used to power the high-power DC loads, such as actuators. The estimated total loads connected 

to all buses of the four aircraft channels are 918 kVA with a subsequent overall system 

efficiency is about 92%; These loads are divided as follows: 252 kVA and 200 kVA connected 

to the AC buses (primary and secondary), 432 kW, and 34 kW connected to 270 Vdc and the 

28 Vdc buses, respectively. In this work, one channel of MEA shown in Figure 5.1 is 

considered for the simulation test. 

SG
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converter (ATRU)

270 Vdc bus

DC loads

Actuator Control

28 Vdc bus

DC loads

(pilot control cabinet and 

communications devices)
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LV-VF loads
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DC/DC

converter
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diode bridge
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diode bridge
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Actuators 

load

 

Figure 5.1: A single channel of B787 electrical power system 

5.3. Predictive Control Technology for MEA 

The MPC technique controls all power converters inside the studied system, including 

AC/DC controlled rectifier, AC/AC inverter, and DC/DC converter. This study assumes that 

all circuit elements' characteristics are linear, time-invariant, and switches are considered ideal. 
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5.3.1.  Generator Control Unit (GCU)  

The prime mover (aircraft engine) is modeled as a speed-controlled separate-excited DC 

motor, as shown in Figure 5.2. To control the motor's speed, and hence the main generator's 

speed, the H-bridge DC-DC converter is used to regulate the motor armature voltage and 

current using MPC. The armature current of the motor is used as the controller variable. The 

DC motor equations can be described as: 

𝑉𝑎(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑎(𝑡) + 𝐿𝑎

𝑑𝑖𝑎(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑒𝑎(𝑡) , 

(5.1) 

𝑒𝑎(𝑡) =  𝑘𝑏
𝑑𝜃(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑏𝜔(𝑡),  (5.2) 

where Ra, La, ia, and ea are the armature resistance, inductance, current, and voltage, 

respectively, ω(t) is the angular velocity of the rotor (rad/s), and kb is the EMF constant 

(Vs/rad). 
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Figure 5.2: GCU blocks diagram (frequency and voltage controls with MPC) 

From (5.1) and (5.2), the predicted current can be calculated using the discrete-time form 

as: 

𝐼𝑎(𝑘 + 1) =  
𝑇𝑠

𝐿𝑠
 (𝑉𝑎(𝑠) − 𝐼𝑎(𝑘) 𝑅𝑎 − 𝑘𝑏𝜔(𝑘)) + 𝐼𝑎(𝑘) , (5.3) 

where Va(s) is armature voltage according to converter switching states. 

The predictive armature current controller must achieve the smallest current error with a 

fast response. An appropriate cost function is used to measure the predicted error of the current. 
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The following cost function considers the absolute difference between the reference current 

and the predicted one: 

𝑔 = |𝐼𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑓
− 𝐼𝑎(𝑘 + 1)| = |𝐼𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑓

− { 
𝑇𝑠

𝐿𝑠
 (𝑉𝑎(𝑠) − 𝐼𝑎(𝑘) 𝑅𝑎 − 𝑘𝑏𝜔(𝑘)) + 𝐼𝑎(𝑘)}|,  

at Va(s)=Vdc, 0, -Vdc. 

(5.4) 

The terminal voltage of the synchronous generator is controlled using MPC, as shown in 

Figure 5.2. A DC/DC converter is used to regulate the generator's excitation voltage, hence 

holding the generator's terminal voltage at 400 VLL. With the help of the voltage differences 

across the converter inductor, the DC source voltage Vs(k), inductor current IL(k), and the field 

voltage VF(k), the terminal field voltage's future values can be predicted. In this case, the error 

between the generator terminal voltage and its reference values is calculated and manipulated 

by a linear controller to generate the inductor current's reference signal. 

By using the discrete-time domain, the MPC algorithm can obtain the future value of the 

inductor current, as shown in equations ((5.5)- (5.8)).  Simultaneously, the error between the 

generator terminal voltage and its desired value is determined and managed by a PI controller 

to produce the command signal of the inductor current IL(ref). After that, the cost function 

minimization block is applied to obtain the minimum error between the desired current signal 

and the predicted one, as shown in equation (5.9). Finally, depending on the error value, the 

MPC algorithm directly generates the optimal switch state s(t).  Figure 5.3 shows the exactly 

controlling steps of the MPC algorithm. 

To estimate the next sampling interval of the field voltage during the kth sample time, a 

discrete model of the VF is employed: 

𝐿
𝑑𝑖𝐿(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑉𝐷 − 𝑉𝐹 , (5.5) 

𝐿

𝑇𝑆

[𝐼𝐿(𝑘 + 1) − 𝐼𝐿(𝑘)] =  (𝑉𝐷 − 𝑉𝐹) , (5.6) 

where VD is the diode terminal voltage, VF is the field voltage of the generator, and iL(t) is the 

inductor current at time t, Ts is the sampling period, IL(k), IL(k+1) are the inductor currents at k 

and k+1 sampling value. 
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gopt =  

For, k = 0:1
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No
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k >=1

Select optimum switch state (0, 1)

Measurement and Reference calculation

 (VS(K), IL(k), VF(K), and IL(ref))

 

Figure 5.3: Flow chart of the MPC algorithm for GCU controller 

The diode terminal voltage VD can be calculated from DC source voltage Vs(k) and switch 

state s(t) as follow: 

𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝑠. 𝑠(𝑡) = {
0,      𝑎𝑡  𝑠 = 0
𝑉𝑠,    𝑎𝑡   𝑠 = 1

   , (5.7) 

where s(t) is the switch state (0 or 1), and the diode is assumed ideal. 

Removing diode terminal voltage VD and reformulate the above equations, the equation of 

the predicted current IL(k+1) can be formulated as: 

𝐼𝐿(𝑘 + 1) =  
𝑇𝑠

𝐿
 (𝑉𝑠. 𝑠(𝑡) − 𝑉𝐹) + 𝐼𝐿(𝑘) . (5.8) 

The cost function g in equation (5.9) calculates the absolute error from the desired and 

predicted values of the inductor currents to determine the optimal switch state, which 

minimizes the absolute error, regulates the inductor current, and hence regulates the generator 

excitation voltage. 

𝑔 = |𝐼𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼𝑎(𝑘 + 1)| . (5.9) 
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5.3.2. Voltage and Frequency Control of Constant Frequency Bus 

The MPC is applied to the three-phase VSI to sustain constant frequency (CF) from a 

variable frequency (VF) source. Figure 5.4 shows the complete power and control circuits of 

the inverter with a DC-link. The predictive control algorithm for CF bus control consists of 

four main steps. The first one is to generate the reference current iref(k) using the output voltage 

error with a PI controller and the measured filter current iL(k). The second step is to predict the 

filter current's value during the next sampling interval, iL(k + 1), for different voltage vectors. 

The third step is to evaluate the error between the reference and predicted currents in the next 

sampling interval for each voltage vector using the cost function. The final step is determining 

the optimal voltage vector based on the current error minimization and selecting corresponding 

switching state signals. 
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Figure 5.4: Three-phase VSI (DC link) with MPC. 

The VSI output voltage can be defined as: 

𝑉 =
2

3
(𝑣𝑎𝑛 + 𝑎𝑣𝑏𝑛 + 𝑎2𝑣𝑐𝑛), (5.10) 

where van, vbn, and vcn are the phase-to-neutral voltages of the inverter, and 𝑎 =  𝑒
𝑗2𝜋

3⁄ . 

Different switching states generate seven configurations and inverter voltage vectors 

covering all possible combinations of the gating signals sa, sb, and sc as listed in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1: Voltage vector at the different switching states 

Sa 

(s1, s2) 

Sb 

(s3, s4) 

Sc 

(s5, s6) 
Voltage vector V(k) 

0 0 0 𝑉0 = 0 

1 0 0 𝑉1 =
2

3
𝑉𝑑𝑐 

1 1 0 𝑉2 =
1

3
𝑉𝑑𝑐 + 𝑗

√3

3
 𝑉𝑑𝑐 

0 1 0 𝑉3 = −
1

3
𝑉𝑑𝑐 + 𝑗

√3

3
 𝑉𝑑𝑐 

0 1 1 𝑉4 = − 
2

3
𝑉𝑑𝑐 

0 0 1 𝑉5 = − 
1

3
𝑉𝑑𝑐 − 𝑗

√3

3
 𝑉𝑑𝑐 

1 0 1 𝑉6 = 
1

3
𝑉𝑑𝑐 − 𝑗

√3

3
 𝑉𝑑𝑐 

1 1 1 𝑉7 = 0 

 

By using the differential equations, the inductor current dynamics can describe as: 

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑣 − 𝑉𝐿 = 𝐼𝑙𝑅 + 𝐿
𝑑𝐼𝑙

𝑑𝑡
 , (5.11) 

where VL is the load voltage, Vinv is the inverter output voltage, L is the filter inductance, R is 

the filter resistance, and IL is the filter current. 

The predicted future load current at the (k+1) sampling interval for each one of the different 

voltage vector V(k) values is expressed as: 

𝑖(𝑘 + 1) =
𝑇𝑠

𝐿
(𝑉𝑑𝑐. 𝑆 − 𝑅. 𝑖(𝑘)) + 𝑖(𝑘).            (5.12) 

The control scheme aims to minimize the error between the predicted and the reference 

current's values. This requirement can be written in the form of a cost function expressed in 

orthogonal coordinates (α-β) to assess the error between the reference and the predicted 

currents as: 

𝑔 = │𝑖𝛼
∗ − 𝑖𝛼

𝑝│ + │𝑖𝛽
∗ − 𝑖𝛽

𝑝│, (5.13) 

where the i* and ip referred to the reference and predicted values, respectively. 
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5.3.3. Auto-Transformer Rectifier Unit (ATRU) Control  

ATRU is used to convert the primary AC bus voltage to DC voltage and provide a regulated 

270 Vdc for HVDC loads incorporated into the system. In this study, a six-switch three-phase 

AC/DC voltage-source converter topology with the MPC is used in the ATRU [133]; the power 

converter scheme with control blocks is shown in Figure 5.5. The controller block used the 

measured values of three phases supply current, DC load current, and DC voltage to predict 

the DC voltage's different values according to the switches states as explained in the equations 

((5.14)-(5.16)). In this topology, there are three switches signal and two possible values of the 

signal (0 or 1) of each switch, so the possibility of the DC voltage is eight. The cost function 

block is applied to calculate the absolute error between the desired DC voltage value and the 

DC voltage's predicted values, then determine the optimal switches states, which minimize this 

error. The controller algorithm is built as the flow chart demonstrates the main steps in Figure 

5.6. 
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Figure 5.5: Three-phase voltage-source AC/DC converter 

By assuming that the converter switches are ideal, the characteristics of all circuit elements 

are linear and time-invariant, and a balanced three-phase supply the DC voltage can be 

predicted according to switches states as follow: 
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gopt =  

For, i =0:7

Predict the output voltage value  Vdc(k+1) 

(Equations 5.14 - 5.16)

Cost function (g) minimize (Equation 5.17)

No

Yes

i >=7

Select the optimum switches state (Sa, Sb, Sc)

Start

End

Measurements and references 

(Is, Idc,Vdc, Vref) 

 
Figure 5.6: The predictive control algorithm of the AC/DC power converter 

The governing equations of the system to obtain a dynamic model for the rectified voltage 

Vdc(t) and the currents on the DC side can be deduced as: 
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where Vdc(t) is the rectified DC bus voltage, ir rectified current, Cdc is the output capacitor, 

Vdc(k) and Vdc(k+1) the current and future capacitor voltages, and idc(k) is the load current. 

By replacing the rectified current ir with the supply current and the switching states as: 
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  , (5.15) 

where sa, sb, and sc are the switching states of the corresponding phases. 
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From Equations (5.14) and (5.15), the predicted DC voltage Vdc(k+1) can be formulated 

using the discrete-time equation as: 

)()]()()()()[()1( kVkikisskiss
C

T
kV dcdcsbcbsaca

dc

s
dc +−−+−=+ . (5.16) 

Finally, the cost function (g), which includes the absolute values of the error between the 

desired voltage Vref and the predicted voltage Vdc(k+1), can be presented as: 

)1( +−= kVVg dcref
. (5.17) 

5.3.4. Transformer Rectifier Unit (TRU) Control  

In modern aircraft applications, the TRU converts the AC voltage generated by the 

engine/generator set to a 28 Vdc feeding DC loads such as communication devices and control 

cabinet. A three-phase bridge rectifier and forward buck converter are used to step down and 

rectify the voltage. The forward buck converter controlled by MPC, topology, and control is 

shown in Figure 5.7.  
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Figure 5.7: Forward Buck Converter Topology with MPC for 28 Vdc bus 

 

From the block diagram, the inductor current dynamics IL(t) is expressed as: 

𝐿
𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐿𝑠

𝑇𝑠
(𝐼𝐿(𝑘 + 1) − 𝐼𝐿(𝐾)) = 𝑉𝑡 − 𝑉𝑑𝑐 = 

𝑁2

𝑁1
(𝑉𝑠. 𝑆(𝑡)) − 𝑉𝑑𝑐 , (5.18) 

where (L) is inductor value, (iL) is inductor current, (Vt) is diode voltage, (Vdc) is bus voltage, 

(Vs) is the rectifier voltage, (N1/N2) is the turns ratio, and S(t) is the switching state (0 or 1).  
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From equation (5.18), the predicted current can be calculated as: 

𝐼𝐿(𝑘 + 1) =
𝑇𝑠

𝐿𝑠

(𝑉𝑠. 𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑉𝑑𝑐) + 𝐼𝐿(𝑘) . (5.19) 

The absolute error between the reference and predicted inductor current is calculated using 

the corresponding cost function to select the optimal switch state, as: 

𝑔 = |𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼𝐿(𝑘 + 1)| , (5.20) 

where Iref can be generated using the bus voltage error processed by a PI controller. 

5.4. System Performance with Step-Load Changes 

In this study, the complete aircraft model with the associated MPC control of the main 

system components and the main distribution buses is built and simulated. The proposed model 

is verified under different dynamic operating conditions through PSIM simulation tests. The 

main system components (GCU, ATRU, and TRU) control have been controlled using MPC. 

5.4.1. Main AC Bus  

The electrical system is loaded with a full load at Ts = 0.1 s and different frequencies ranging 

from 400Hz to 800Hz. Switching on the maximum load (250 kVA) at 0.1s results in the 

frequency variation of the generator voltage, as shown in Figure 5.8. At each operating 

frequency, the transient and steady-state values lie within the aircraft's standard limits [134], 

[135], which allows frequency change of ±1 Hz in steady-state operation. 

The generator voltage is considered one of the most critical features of the aircraft electrical 

distribution system. The temporal variations of the main generator voltage (rms) for the three 

operating frequencies at loading conditions should lie within aircraft standards' limits. Figure 

5.9 shows the generator voltage at frequencies 400, 600, and 800 Hz. As can be seen from the 

generator voltage responses, the phase voltage's rms value speedily approaches its standard 

value of 115V with an acceptable overshoot/undershoot. Although the generator frequency 

increase decreases the voltage overshoot values due to the decreasing of the demanded power, 

it increases the voltage ripples. But in both cases, the voltage value lies within the standard 

limits of the aircraft electrical system, whether in steady-state or transient conditions. 
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Figure 5.8: Temporal variations of generator frequency at 400, 600, and 800 Hz following a step-load change at 

0.1s 

 

Figure 5.9: Temporal variations of generator phase voltage (rms) at 400, 600, and 800 Hz  

5.4.2. Constant Frequency AC Bus  

To validate the AC/AC inverter's performance with MPC, the CF bus loaded is with a full 

load (≈45 kW), and the voltage rms value is shown in Figure 5.10. The MPC regulates the 

phase voltage efficiently at 115V after stepping the full load at 0.1s. The voltage and current 

waveforms are nearly free of harmonics at the CF-bus due to the presence of a passive filter, 

as shown in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.10: CF bus temporal phase voltage (rms) following a step-load change at 0.1s 

 

Figure 5.11: CF bus temporal waveforms (a) voltage waveforms, (b) currents waveforms 

5.4.3. The 270 Vdc Bus  

Figure 5.12 shows the 270 Vdc bus voltage profile after the full-load step at 0.1s. Although 

these noticeable changes in bus voltage due to electrical loads, it can be observed that the 

voltage value remains within limits at transient and steady-state as well, and it was regulated 

satisfactorily and within the allowable limits according to the aircraft standards limits. 

5.4.4. The 28 Vdc Bus  

The voltages at the 28 Vdc bus with the standard limits are shown in Figure 5.13. The 

voltage satisfies the standards at transient and steady-state conditions following the full load 

(≈8 kW) step at 0.1s. The bus voltage maximum ripple ∆Vmax = 0.05% at steady state, as shown 

in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.12: Voltage profile of 270 Vdc bus with standard limits 

 

Figure 5.13: Voltage at 28 Vdc bus with standard limits following a step-load change at 0.1s 

 

5.5. Summary  

In this chapter, the MEA electrical power system is modeled, analyzed, and controlled 

using model predictive control under loading operating conditions. The full load step of 

250kVA is applied at once, and the voltages at different load buses are monitored to study the 

aircraft distribution system's stability. It is found that the proposed model can maintain the 

stability of the aircraft distribution system and keep the voltage profiles within the limits of 

aircraft standards. With the help of MPC in GCU, ATRU, and TRU controllers, the main four 

bus voltages in modern aircraft systems (VF AC bus, CF AC bus, 270 V DC bus, and 28 V DC 

bus) can be kept within the limits of aircraft's standards at both transient and steady-state 

operating conditions. The obtained results from the PID, FLC, and MPC controllers' 

comparison show the predictive control's superiority. It has a shorter settling time and generates 

lower ripples for most of the considering control units. 
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Chapter 6: SRM-Based Electrical Actuators for Modern 

Aircraft Applications 

6.1. Introduction  

In recent years, electrically powered equipment in the aerospace industry is increasing; 

these aircraft types are referred to as "MEA" [136], [137]. This trend has many benefits, such 

as reliability, aviation safety, efficiency, and improved aircraft maintenance capability. 

However, it faces some challenges that must be overcome, such as power supply for high-

power electrical equipment and high-performance motors for electric actuation systems and 

power converters with high accuracy controllers. Aircraft flight control surfaces actuators 

controlling the aircraft during take-off, flight, landing, and taxis by moving the flight control 

surfaces (rudder, aileron, and spoiler). The flight control surfaces actuators of the conventional 

civil aircraft are powered through three independent hydraulic systems that are considered 

complex to install and costly to maintain. Therefore, modern aircraft use high-power electrical 

actuators with ratings of up to 50 kW to solve the hydraulic system's problems [138]. The 

concept of replacing hydraulic systems with electrical systems has been associated with the 

MEA concept. Previous and recent studies and research have confirmed that MEA provides 

aircraft manufacturers and operators with significant cost benefits due to reductions in system 

complexity and the aircraft's overall weight. The flight actuators can be divided into two main 

technologies: FBW; in this technology, actuators are powered hydraulically but controlled by 

electrical signals. The second is PBW, where the flight actuators are powered and controlled 

using electrical power. 

The power-to-weight ratio increases dramatically in electric actuators than hydraulic 

actuators for several reasons, including high-performance magnetic materials, advanced power 

electronics devices, and advanced gear technology. As a result of the multiple advantages of 

increasing electrical energy use in modern aircraft, cooperation between Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEMs) and their suppliers is accelerating to design, planning, and 

implementation of novel systems that include more electrical components. Most modern civil 

aircraft designs today use electric drives for flight control surface actuators such as spoilers and 

flaps instead of conventional hydraulic ones used previously. Besides drives the flight control 

surfaces, the electrical power can also be used for many other purposes, such as efficiently 

managing and operating wing de-icing, cabin pressurization systems, braking systems, and the 

engine starting system [138], [139]. 
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The most important advantages of using electric flight systems for aircraft can be 

summarized as follows [140], [141]:  

• Providing increased quantity and quality of data and giving instantaneous feedback 

through the motors' control units, while the hydraulic system provides inferred 

observations only through the hydraulic signals, 

• Linking the electric system to remote diagnostic systems provides continuous data 

entry for testing and evaluation around the clock, simplifying the detection of the 

diagnostic faults, 

• More accurate control and more excellent repeatability can be achieved by 

providing higher resolution and faster reaction time, 

• Reducing part count by eliminating the hydraulic actuator parts such as hydraulic 

power unit, solenoids, directional control valves, hydraulic couplings, filters, 

pressure sensors, accumulators, and moving parts inside the control module, which 

increases the system reliability. Besides, replacing the hydraulic components will 

eliminate the need for fluid replacement and disposal, and as a result, the probability 

of a problematic mechanical failure will be reduced,  

• Providing higher reliability and lower life cycle costs due to reducing the burden on 

maintenance personnel. It also minimizes installation time, as the total time required 

is only to install the actuator, power supply, and feedback cables,  

• The pressure dropping does not affect the electrical components and their 

efficiency; they require less maintenance, they have many fewer wearing 

components than hydraulic drives, and they are less likely to fail, 

• A more compact, quieter, and higher density design can be implemented by 

combining a frameless electric motor with the valve. 

6.2. Aircraft Electrically Powered Actuators  

In the EMA type, hydraulic components are completely replaced. In contrast, in the EHA 

type, the pressurized hydraulic fluid is still used to transfer power. But the hydraulic fluid is 

not distributed by a centralized system as the traditional hydraulic system and kept local in the 

actuator. Considering many previous studies comparing (EHA) and (EMA), they summarized 

that EMA has many advantages over EHA. Due to the absence of an internal hydraulic system, 

it is lighter, smaller, and less complicated than an equivalent EHA. Also, due to the lack of 

hydraulic fluid in the load path, the EMA tends to be stiffer than an equivalent EHA. On the 
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other hand, the efficiency of the EHA is lower than the EMA due to the inefficiency of the 

pump or wind losses. Besides, the EMA system is more suitable for long-term storage because 

there is no leak potential. In Table 6.1, the main differences between Central Hydraulics, EHA, 

and EMA can be summarized [142], [143]. From the previous and recent studies, it can be 

concluded that the electrical actuator types, especially EMA, can be selected as the optimal 

approach. Therefore, choosing the right type of electric motor for electrical actuators is very 

important to ensure optimum actuator operation with high efficiency. 

Table 6.1: The differences between EMA, EHA, and central hydraulics [142], [143] 

 
Electrically Powered Actuators 

Central Hydraulics 
EMA EHA 

Overall efficiency 
More than 

90% 
From 50% to 70% Less than 50% 

Tolerance (Stiffness & 

Shock) 
High High High 

Load Rating High High High 

Maintenance Low High Very High 

Lifetime cycle Long 
Generally, not long (Depends 

on maintenance) 

Generally, not long (Depends 

on maintenance) 

Speed and 

Acceleration 
High Medium Medium 

Control and 

Positioning 
Simple Complex Complex 

Relative Space 

Requirements 
low Medium Medium 

Environmental Effect Negligible Fluid leaks and disposal Fluid leaks and disposal 

 

6.2.1. Motor Technology for Aircraft Electrical Actuators Applications 

Table 6.2 shows the acceptability of electric motors' different technologies for flight control 

actuators applications in terms of power density, robustness, damage tolerance, and 

controllability [144], [145], [146]. From this comparison, the reluctance motor technology can 

be considered the optimal type due to its robustness and fault tolerance.  

Table 6.2: Acceptability of electric motor technologies for flight control surface actuators [142] 

 
Induction 

Motors 

DC 

Motors 

Permanent Magnet 

Motors 

Linear 

Motors 

Reluctance 

Motors 

Robustness *   * * 

Power Density * * *  * 

Controllability  * *  * 

Damage 

Tolerance 
    * 

 Where “*” means acceptable.  
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Recently, much progress has been made in developing reluctance motors and using them 

in many applications and can compete with traditional types of motors. The reluctance motors 

are the lowest types of electrical machines in manufacturing cost due to their simple 

construction. They have an independent circuit for each phase as opposed to the induction 

motors and permanent magnet motors, which gives the motors fault tolerance and makes the 

rotor losses lower than the equivalent induction motors. In general, the reluctance motors' rotor 

can be a solid block of steel, which makes it extremely rugged compared to other types of 

machines, such as permanent magnet motors. Reluctance motors are very suitable for 

applications that require high torque because they have the highest torque and power density 

compared to other types. DC source ideally powers the reluctance motors, and it can be 

powered by an AC source as well, through an uncontrolled or simple rectifier.  Concerning its 

control, the control of these types is complicated and is considered a significant challenge to 

use in many applications. However, the converter topologies of the drive circuit for the 

reluctance motors controller are clear and utilizes standard components found in other speed 

drive technology used nowadays.   

There are different types of reluctance motor technologies; some of these technologies are 

well known, such as variable reluctance stepper motors and switched reluctance motors. Other 

types may also be used thanks to advances in semiconductor technology, such as cage-less 

synchronous reluctance motors and variant SR motor technology. Table 6.3 illustrates the 

differences between the types of reluctance motor technologies that would be relevant to this 

application in terms of maintenance, power density, position holding, position control, torque 

ripple controls, temperature, tolerance, shock tolerance, damage tolerance, and cost [147], 

[148].  

Table 6.3: Reluctance motor technologies comparison [147], [148] 

 
Synchronous Reluctance 

Motor 

Stepper 

Motor 

Flux Switching 

Motor 

Switched Reluctance 

Motor 

Power Density 2 5 3 5 

Maintenance 5 3 5 5 

Economically 5 2 2 5 

Position Control 3 3 3 5 

Position Holding 3 2 2 5 

Torque Ripple 

Controls 
5 1 1 1 

Shock Tolerance 5 3 5 5 

Temperature 

Tolerance 
5 2 5 5 

Damage Tolerance 2 2 2 5 

Where “1” means Poor, and “5” means Excellent.  
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According to the comparison of reluctance motor types except for the torque ripple controls 

feature, the SRM can be considered the optimal type between all classes.  Although the concept 

of the SRM was established in 1838, the motor was not used in a wide range until the power 

electronics revolution, particularly semiconductors, high-speed electronic control, and 

computer-aided electromagnetic design. The most significant challenge to be overcome, as it 

can be seen from the comparison, the torque ripples problem. This problem is very complicated 

and affected by many factors, and not easy to solve.  

 

6.3. SRM-Based Electro-Mechanical Actuator Control 

There are several types of applications where the load on the SRM varies with speed over 

large ranges. These applications may require accurate speed control and good dynamic 

responses, as in aircraft actuators.  In electrical actuators, the SRM is driven by the power 

converter to provide four quadrants operation mode. The controller feedback signal can be the 

actuator surface position or motor shaft speed. As mentioned earlier, there are two main types 

of electrical actuators for aircraft applications, electro-hydrostatic and electro-mechanical. The 

EMA is chosen for this study not only due to its advantages mentioned before but also because 

it can be used in many other industrial applications, Figure 6.1. shows the configuration of the 

SRM-based EMA.  

From the configuration diagram of EMA, the SRM has been used to moves the actuator 

surface through mechanical transmission with a gearbox and a ball-screw mechanism. A bi-

directional power converter drives this motor, and it is controlled by calculating the error signal 

between the desired deflection angle (θref) and the actual deflection angle (θ). The converter 

control unit processes this error signal to generate the optimal states of the power converter 

switches to regulates voltage and current applied to the electric motor to provide a specific 

torque to drive the electric motor and rotated in both directions. As a result, the ball-screw 

rotates at a suitable speed and specific torque to move the arm and change the deflection angle 

of the actuator surface to reach the desired position in both directions. The simulation model 

of mechanical transmission for EMA used in this work is shown in Figure 6.2 [149], [150]. 
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Figure 6.1: SRM-based Electro-mechanical actuator configuration 

X

Fext

Xa

N:    Gear ratio                                           Kr: Structure stiffness                    Bp:   damping coefficient 

Kact:  Actuator mechanical stiffness          Ms: Screw mass                              Ks:  Coefficient of mechanical stiffness between actuator and surface

Bs:   Surface damping ratio                        Js:    Surface moment of inertia         

Figure 6.2: Electro-mechanical actuator simulation model 

6.3.1. Predictive Control of SRM-based Electro-Mechanical Actuator 

6.3.1.1. Predictive Current Control  

The model predictive current control proposed in Chapter 3: is considered one of the best 

control strategies for machine drives applications. It is simple, intuitive, robust, and flexible. 

By applying the predictive current control algorithm for EMA actuator load, the SRM's current 

tracking the reference signal with smaller current ripples values. The flight control surface's 

actuation system's overall configuration, including SRM and predictive current control, is 

illustrated in Figure 6.3. 

The proposed control method requires a reference current to be followed by the predicted 

current with the smallest possible error value. Therefore, the actuator surface’s actual 

deflection angle is used as a feedback signal, and the deflection angle error signal is determined 

by comparing the actual and desired deflection angle. This error signal can be used as an input 

variable to a linear controller to produce the current control loop’s reference signals. According 

to the rotor position data in the phase’s commutation block, the generated reference current is 

distributed to each phase. We can determine the phase current’s future values with the help of 
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DC voltage, phase current, phase inductance, and motor speed or rotor position data. The 

controller algorithm does several iterations equal to all possible switches state. The switches 

state selector block will select the optimal state for all power switches of the converter 

according to the cost function that reduced the error between the calculated current and desired 

current to the smallest possible value, leading to reducing the error in the deflection angle of 

the actuator surface. 
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Figure 6.3: The proposed configuration of the flight control surface actuation system with SRM and MPC  

6.3.1.2. Predictive Direct Instance Torque Control  

The PDITC presented in Chapter 3: can maintain the SRM’s torque Te close to reference 

signal Tref and reduce torque ripple compared to conventional SRM torque control techniques. 

Also, with the help of the multi-objective cost function used in this proposed method, the 

controller can be operated at the lower switching frequency to reduce heat loss by optimizing 

the switching frequency and reducing copper losses to improve overall efficiency by 

optimizing the motor current. Consequently, the PDITC method has been applied for SRM 

control for aircraft flight control actuators in this section. 

The PDITC technique's schematic with EMA actuator load is shown in Figure 6.4. Usually, 

the DTC method needs electromagnetic reference torque signals to be tracked by the motor's 

torque. In some applications, this torque value is set as a constant value, but in this study, which 

requires specific shaft speed and accurate angle position, the reference torque is generated 

using a speed/position control loop. This control loop usually used a linear controller. In this 

case, the reference torque is generated using the difference between the actual and desired 

deflection.  
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Figure 6.4: Proposed PDITC block diagram of SRMs with EMA actuator load 

The controller algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 6.5. The controller read the required 

control variables' actual value, such as the phase current, DC bus voltage, motor speed ωm 

or/and position data θ. In the meantime, the reference torque signal is generated from the 

position control loop. Then, determining the magnetization characteristics of the SRM ψ(i,θ) 

using the analytical expression. After that, estimating the future values of the phases current by 

considering all possible switch states (sp). The next step is predicting the motor torque for every 

possible voltage vector. Finally, evaluating the cost function for each prediction and selecting 

the state that provides the voltage vector that minimizes the cost function. 

6.4. System Performance in the Presence of SRM-Based EMA 

In this study, a single-channel of modern aircraft’s electrical power distribution system with 

a proposed SRM-based electrical actuator is modeled and simulated. The system simulation 

parameters are listed in Appendix A. The main system components such as GCU, ATRU, and 

SRM’s control unit have been controlled using MPC. As explained previously in Chapter 4: 

and Chapter 5:, each electrical power system channel has four different buses. According to 

the distribution system configuration, the actuator’s loads are connected to a 270 V DC bus. 

The actuator load’s direct effect will be on the 270 V DC and hence on the main AC bus. 

Therefore, this simulation work studies the electrical actuators’ impact on these two buses at 

three variable frequencies of the aircraft’s main generator (400, 600, and 800 Hz). 
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Figure 6.5: The PDITC algorithm of the SRM controller  

6.4.1. SRM-Based EMA Performance with Predictive Current Control  

By applying the predictive current control to the SRM-based aircraft actuator system and 

studying the overall system performance, Figure 6.6 shows the SRM phases' current. As a result 

of the actuator's movement in both directions, the motor phases' sequence has been changed. 

The currents waveform in the positive and negative deflection angles is shown in Figure 6.6 

(a) and Figure 6.6 (b), respectively. From the obtained results, we can note that the three phases 

current tracks the reference current signal generated from the position control loop in both 

directions with small ripples. 
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Figure 6.6: Motor phases current (a) positive deflection angle (b) negative deflection angle 

Figure 6.7 shows the motor's speed at possible different operating conditions, and the 

reference speed signal is set to provide the motor rotation in both directions and give the 

trapezoidal shape of the actuator deflection angle. The actual speed tracks the reference signals 

in the complete operation period. Three snapshots of the motor speed profile are taken and 

zoomed in to verify the controller performance. By zooming in the speed signal, we can see 

the peak values of the overshoot and undershoot in both directions are about 10 rpm (1%), 

which confirms MPC's effectiveness in aircraft electric actuators. But it should be noted here 

that the MPC causes some ripples in the steady-state. 

The deflection angle performance for a complete operating period (from 0 to ±θmax) is 

shown in Figure 6.8. Two snapshots of the deflection angle have been taken to indicate the 

deflection angle's maximum and final position. As we see, the actual deflection angle follows 

the reference one with a small error; this error is less than 0.2ᵒ, which represents 0.4%. These 

results demonstrate the possibility of using the proposed system to control the flight control 

surfaces' deflection angle with satisfactory performance. 

 

Figure 6.7: Motor speed performance with predictive current control  
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Figure 6.8: A complete cycle of the EMA deflection angle using predictive current control  

 

6.4.2. SRM-Based EMA Performance with Predictive Torque Control  

By studying the motor performances with PDITC, the motor torque tracks the reference 

torque signal during the actuator deflection angle's complete cycle, as shown in Figure 6.9. 

And Figure 6.10 shows the motor's currents performances during a complete cycle of the 

actuator's deflection angle. Due to the motor's rotation directions changing, the sequence of 

motor phases has been changed. To validate the robustness and tracking performance of the 

SRM drive controller, Figure 6.11 shows the deflection angle for the actuator's complete 

operating period (from 0 to ±θmax). The obtained results from the deflection angle performance 

confirm the possibility of using the proposed system to control the flight control surfaces’ 

deflection angle. The actuator deflection angle follows the desired angle with an error of less 

than 0.2ᵒ (0.4%). The motor speed profile is shown in Figure 6.12, and by taking three zoomed 

snapshots at maximum positive, maximum negative, and zero values of the shaft speed, we can 

note that the motor speed tracked the desired signal satisfactorily, and the maximum error value 

does not exceed 5 rpm (0.5%) in both directions.  

 

Figure 6.9: SRM’s torque performance during a complete cycle of the deflection angle 
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Figure 6.10: SRM’s currents performance during a complete cycle of the deflection angle 

 

Figure 6.11: SRM-based actuator deflection angle during a complete cycle using PDITC 

 

Figure 6.12: SRM-based motor speed profile during a complete cycle with PDITC 

6.4.3. The 270 Vdc Bus Performance in the Presence of SRM-Based EMA   

To study the effect of the SRM-based actuator load on the 270 V DC bus, the bus loaded 

with normal loads at 0.1s, and the actuator load has been connected to the bus at Ts= 0.5s. 

Figure 6.13 shows the 270 V DC bus power and actuators’ power. The actuators are starting 
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the deflection at Ts= 1s. From the motor speed's profile, the motor start operates in the motoring 

mode at Ts= 1, 3, and 6 s, where the power of the actuators is positive, and the DC bus power 

is increasing. And start the regenerative braking mode at Ts= 2, 5, and 7 s, the actuators' power 

is negative, and the DC bus power decreases. It is worth mentioning here that this regenerative 

braking power can be used to supply another actuator that started simultaneously to reduce the 

bus power overshoot or supply other DC loads. 

Due to the dramatic changes of the actuator's power and the power electronic elements in 

the actuator's controller, the bus voltage over/undershoot and ripples are changing at different 

time intervals. Figure 6.14 shows the 270 V DC bus voltage profile during a complete cycle of 

the actuator deflection angle and with three different frequencies of the main generator. 

Although these noticeable changes in bus voltage, it can be observed that the voltage value 

remains within standard limits during a complete operating cycle, and it was regulated 

satisfactorily and within the allowable limits according to the aircraft standards limits [134]. 

 

Figure 6.13: Power of 270 Vdc bus and actuators during a complete cycle of the deflection angle 

 

Figure 6.14: Voltage profile of 270 Vdc at three different frequencies (a) 400, (b) 600, (c) 800 Hz 
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6.4.4. Main AC Bus Performance in the Presence of SRM-Based EMA    

Undoubtedly, the electrically powered actuators affect an aircraft's primary AC bus's 

performance and quality. The primary AC is loaded with normal loads at Ts = 0.1s and with 

the proposed actuators at Ts = 0.5s, as shown in Figure 6.15, representing the main generator 

power at three different frequencies. From the load curve, it can be noted that the demanded 

power decreased when the frequency increases due to the nature of the inductive loads included 

in the electrical system. Because of the sharp change in the motor speed, the demanded power 

changes according to the operating mode of the motor controller; in the motoring mode at Ts = 

1, 3, and 6 s, the demanded power increases, and in the regenerative braking mode at Ts = 2, 5, 

and 7 s the demanded power decreasing. It is worth noting that in the case of using more than 

one actuator at the same time, but in different operating modes, for example, one actuator is in 

the motoring mode and the other is in the regenerative braking mode, the demanded power can 

decrease, and this is one of the essential benefits of using electrical actuators in many 

applications. 

 

Figure 6.15: Main generator power at different frequencies at 400, 600, and 800 Hz 

The generator voltage is considering one of the most critical features of the aircraft 

electrical distribution system. And to verify that the proposed actuator system is suitable for 

aircraft applications, the temporal variations of the main generator voltage for the different 

operating frequencies at loading conditions should lie within the limits of aircraft standards. 

Figure 6.16 (a), (b), and (c) show the RMS values of the generator voltage at frequencies 400, 

600, and 800 Hz, respectively. As can be seen from the generator voltage responses, the phase 

voltage's RMS value speedily approaches its standard value of 115 V with an acceptable 

overshoot/undershoot.  Although the generator frequency increase decreases the voltage 

overshoot values due to the decreasing of the demanded power, it increases the voltage ripples. 
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But in both cases, the voltage values lie within the standard limits of the aircraft electrical 

system, whether in steady-state or transient conditions, and this shows that the effect of an 

electric actuator on the generator voltage is considered acceptable. 

 

Figure 6.16: Main generator voltage at three different frequencies (a) 400, (b) 600, (c) 800 Hz 

One of the most significant impacts that must study in the electrical system is the harmonic 

content. The Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and the percent of maximum individual voltage 

distortion are calculated using equations (6.1) and (6.2) at the main AC bus and listed in Table 

6.4; it can be noticed that both values increase with frequency. Although individual harmonic 

content is acceptable according to aircraft standers [151], which should not exceed 5 percent 

of the fundamental (RMS), the total harmonic content for all frequencies is greater than the 

standard values, which should not exceed 8 percent of the fundamental (RMS). That is mean 

the system needs active or passive power filters to improve the power quality of the aircraft 

electrical system to comply with the most recent aircraft electrical standards. 

𝑇𝐻𝐷 =
√𝑉2

2+𝑉3
2+𝑉4

2+⋯

𝑉1
,  

(6.1) 

𝑉ℎ(%) = 100
𝑉ℎ

𝑉1
 . (6.2) 

Table 6.4: The THDv and individual voltage distortion of the main generator bus 

Harmonic Content THD (%) Individual Voltage Distortion (%) 

Main AC Bus  
400Hz 600Hz 800Hz 400Hz 600Hz 800Hz 

9.2 9.8 10.5 3.15 4.2 4.88 
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6.5. Summary  

In this chapter, the SRM-based electrical actuators are proposed for modern civil aircraft 

flight control systems due to the electrical actuators' significant advantage, especially the EMA 

type. Reluctance motor technology is used because it is considered a suitable choice to driven 

EMA. In this chapter, the electrical distribution power system for MEA in the presence of 

SRM-based EMA is modeled, analyzed, investigated, and control using the model predictive 

control technique. The standard electrical system loads are applied in addition to the proposed 

actuator load. The voltages at the main AC bus and 270 V DC bus are monitored to study the 

aircraft distribution system's stability and power quality.  

Using the predictive current control for SRM, the motor speed and the flight control surface 

deflection accurately track the desired signals. These results confirm that the PDITC techniques 

provide a satisfactory response of the motor speed controller, with acceptable torque ripples 

values in all operating conditions, and produce the desired deflection angle for flight control 

surfaces in both directions accurately. With the help of MPC in GCU and ATRU controllers, 

the primary AC bus and HVDC bus's voltage value can be kept within the limits of aircraft 

standards. The study results confirm the possibility of using the SRM-based EMA in modern 

aircraft. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Suggestion for Future Work 
 

7.1. Conclusions  

The dissertation conclusions can be summarized in Six theses as follows: 

7.1.1. Thesis 1: Fuzzy Logic Current Control for SRM Drive 

An intelligent control technique has been proposed for SRM control. The proposed method 

is based on fuzzy logic control which the control variables can be converted to natural language 

terms. I designed, programmed a more reliable controller for SRM current control, and 

compared the controllers’ performances with the existed current control methods. The 

controller is designed to be more flexible, where all steps of the control unit have been 

programmed. 

I created a simulation model for the non-linear 6/4 switched reluctance motor with an 

asymmetrical IGBT power converter. I designed FLC and programmed all steps using C code 

based on analysis of the input and output membership functions and decision-making logic. 

The coding of controller steps helped to adapt and optimize the controller variables. The 

obtained simulation results verified that the programmed FLC is an efficient control technique 

for the SRM current control. The motor phases’ current tracking the reference signal with 

minimum current ripples’ values. Hence, the torque ripples during the conduction period of 

each motor phase have been reduced. The controller was tested at different load conditions 

and with different switching angles. 

The related work is presented in this thesis has been published in [S2]. 

7.1.2. Thesis 2: Fuzzy Logic Direct Torque Control for SRM Drive 

The thesis is dealing with a new direct instantaneous torque control technique for SRM 

drives using fuzzy logic. The controller has been developed to improve motor performance and 

reduce torque ripples. In this approach, the fuzzy logic DITC consisted of a combination of the 

PD-FLC and PWM. With the PWM method's help, a fixed switching frequency has been 

provided, and the average phase voltage has been regulated to control the currents variety in a 

single sampling time. 

I used the Lookup table to estimate the shaft torque depending on the phase currents and 

rotor position. I performed the controller steps by programming where the membership degree 

and shape of each input and output have been defined, optimized, and selected to fulfill the 

controller requirement. The decision-making logic has been tuning and modified inside the 
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controller code to achieve optimal controller performance. The controller was tested at 

different loading conditions to investigate the controller's robustness and with variable 

reference speeds to examine the controller’s tracking performance. The obtained results show 

the programmed fuzzy logic DITC technique’s effectiveness to reduce the SRM torque ripples 

and improve the performance, whether in case of torque load changed or in case of motor 

speed changed compared to traditional DITC techniques. 

The related work is presented in this thesis has been published in [S3]. 

7.1.3. Thesis 3: Model Predictive Current Control for SRM Drive 

In this thesis, current control for SRM based on model predictive control technique has 

been introduced to enhance motor performance. The converter switches’ switching signals 

have been optimized and directly generated without a modulator required. The system model 

has been used to predict the controlled variables’ future behavior. 

To establish an accurate non-linear model of SRM for high-performance model predictive 

control, I used the Lookup table technique to find the machine’s different values inductance 

according to the rotor position and phases current. I designed the controller algorithm to 

predict the future value of the phase current Ia(k+1) based on the motor analytical equations. 

I defined the controller cost function to determines the optimal switch state for each switch of 

the power converter according to the predicted current and the desired one. The new proposed 

algorithm has enhanced the motor performances by selecting the optimal state of the power 

converter switches based on predicting the controller variables' behavior and according to the 

predefined cost function. The controller has been tested at two different loading conditions, 

and the obtained results confirm the proposed algorithm's ability to improve the performance 

of the SRM drives. 

The related work is presented in this thesis has been published in [S9]. 

7.1.4. Thesis 4: Predictive Direct Instantaneous Torque Control for SRM 

Drive 

The Predictive Direct Instantaneous Torque Control (PDITC) has been proposed to 

improve the overall performance of SRM drives. In this method, the shaft torque has been kept 

close to the desired torque by predicting the motor torque’s future values and selecting the 

optimal switch state applied to power converter switches to minimize the torque error. 

Additional objectives for the controller have been considered, such as reducing phases current 
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to reduce copper losses and increasing overall efficiency, and operating the controller at the 

low switching frequency. 

To apply the predictive control technique for DITC of the SRM, I used the analytical method 

from the literature to describe an exact non-linear model of the SRM and predict the control 

variables’ future states. I designed the controller algorithm to holding the motor torque close 

to the desired values with a small value for torque ripples. I used multi objectives predefined 

cost function to decreasing copper losses and minimized the average switching frequency as 

well. With the predictive torque control algorithm’s help proposed here, the future values of 

the total electromagnetic torque Te(k+1) for all possible power converter’s switches states 

have been predicting. And by minimizing the controller multi-objective function, including 

reducing the motor torque error, average switching frequency, and phases current, the optimal 

states of the power converter switches have been selecting. The obtained simulation results 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique to minimize the torque ripples of the 

SRM, whether in the case of torque load changed or in the case of motor speed changed. And 

thanks to the controller’s multi-objective function, the motor torque has tracked the desired 

torque. Also, the copper losses and the average switching frequency have been minimized 

compared to the conventional DITC technique. 

The related work is presented in this thesis has been published in [S5]. 

7.1.5. Thesis 5: Modeling and Advanced Control of Modern Aircraft 

Electrical System  

In this thesis, A complete simulation model for a single channel of the modern civil 

aircraft’s electrical power system has been modeled and controlled using model predictive 

control. The model includes a Generator Control Unit (GCU) of the synchronous generator 

driven by a separately excited DC motor (engine equivalent), Auto Transformer Unit (ATU), 

Auto Transformer Rectifier Unit (ATRU), and Transformer Rectifier Unit (TRU). The 

simulation and analysis for Variable Speed Variable Frequency (VSVF) electric power 

distribution systems of modern civil aircraft have been presented. The MPC technique has been 

used to control all power converters inside the model, including GCU, AC-DC controlled 

rectifier, AC-AC inverter, and DC-DC converter.  

I built a simulation model for a single channel of Boeing 787 modern civil aircraft electrical 

power system as a case study. I designed the controller of each bus of the distribution systems 

using the MPC technique. I studied the aircraft electrical distribution system’s stability and 

performance at all load buses by applying the full load step. It is found that the proposed model 
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has been maintained the stability of the aircraft distribution system and kept the voltage 

profiles within the limits of aircraft standards. With the proposed control in GCU, ATRU, and 

TRU controllers, the main four buses voltage (variable frequency bus, 270 V DC bus, 28 V DC 

bus, and constant frequency bus) have been kept within standard limits at the transient and 

steady-state conditions. And the generator frequency has been within the standard limits for 

all the frequency operating ranges of 400-800 Hz. 

The related work is presented in this thesis has been published in [S1] and [S7]. 

7.1.6. Thesis 6: SRM-Based Electrical Actuator for MEA Applications 

A new configuration of the electro-mechanical actuator for modern civil aircraft flight 

control surfaces has been proposed. In the proposed configuration, the SRM has been used to 

drive the actuator surface. A simulation model for the SRM-based electro-mechanical actuator 

has been built, and the SRM has been controlled using two different control strategies. 

I built a complete simulation model of the SRM-based electro-mechanical actuators, and 

the actuator’s mechanical design model and its parameters have been taken from the literature. 

This model has considered inertia, damping, the stiffness of the ball screw mechanism, stiffness 

of the bearing structure, and surface dynamics. 

I applied the predictive current control algorithm shown in thesis three to the proposed 

configuration of the SRM-based EMA. By studying the actuator performances, the motor speed 

and the flight control surface deflection have tracked the desired signals accurately during a 

complete cycle of the deflection angle. These results show that the actuator controller provides 

a satisfactory response to the motor speed, and the proposed configuration produces the 

desired deflection angle for flight control surfaces in both directions accurately. I utilized the 

PDITC method presented in thesis four on SRM-based EMA.  By investigated the performances 

of the proposed configuration with the PDITC technique. It is found that the flight control 

surface actuator’s deflection angle follows the desired angles in both directions satisfactorily, 

and the torque ripples have been reduced. 

I studied the performance and power quality of the aircraft electrical distribution system 

in the presence of SRM-based EMA using the aircraft simulation model and control technique 

presented in thesis five. It is found that the SRM-based EMA is affecting aircraft electrical 

system, but with the help of MPC in GCU and ATRU controllers, the primary AC bus and 

HVDC bus’s voltage values have been kept within the limits of aircraft standards at varying 

frequencies and different operating conditions of the actuators’ deflection angle. This study's 

simulation results confirm the possibility of using the proposed configuration of the SRM-based 
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EMA and the applied control strategies in modern aircraft applications. Because this 

configuration combines the advantages of SRMs and the predictive control technique, it 

demonstrated its ability to drive flight control surfaces accurately, and its effect on the 

aircraft's electrical system was acceptable. 

The related work is presented in this thesis has been published in [S4] and [S6]. 

7.2. Significance and Practical Applicability of the Results 

The use of electrical actuators within modern aircraft, whether civilian or military, has 

become a necessity due to their ability to reduce the system’s overall weight, providing 

increased quantity and quality of data and giving instantaneous feedback through the motors’ 

control units, achieve more accurate control and more excellent repeatability, reducing the part 

count by eliminating the hydraulic actuator parts, providing higher reliability and lower life 

cycle costs, and improve overall efficiency. However, the electrical actuators put some 

challenges on the aircraft electrical system, both in the amount of the required electrical power 

and the processing/management/control of this power. 

The modern More-Electric and All-Electric aircraft are supposed to incorporate the 

proposed configuration of the flight control surfaces’ actuation system since it can provide high 

power density, high starting torque, and a wide speed range; due to the integration of the SRM 

into the electro-mechanical actuator. The proposed configuration of electric actuators provides 

high control performance by applying advanced control techniques. And the advanced control 

techniques presented to electrical actuators can be used to all power converters inside the 

aircraft electrical system, which provides superior flexibility in the design with the possibility 

of integrating controllers together to reduce size, weight, as well as cost. 

7.3. Expected Impact and Future Research Work 

This research's expected impacts are introducing a new generation of scientific trends about 

the control of SRMs for electric vehicle applications, especially modern aircraft applications, 

and developing efficient configurations for more-electric aircraft's electrical actuators, 

including optimal electrical motors and modern high-performance control techniques. For 

future work, the following directions of research will be considered: 

1. Use advanced tools to mitigate the harmonics generated in the aircraft system due to the 

presence of the SRM-based electrical actuator. These tools may include passive and/or 

active filters, 
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2. Develop an accurate analytical model for SRM to achieve high-performance real-time 

control, 

3. Improve the sensor-less control method of SRM for industrial applications, 

4. Preparing a scaled-down laboratory model, implement the proposed control techniques and 

strategies, and validate the obtained simulation results. 
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Appendix 

A. SRM Simulation Parameters 

Item Parameters Value Unit 

SRM  

Power 60 kW 

DC link voltage 220 V 

Maximum current 450 A 

Stator resistance 0.05 Ω 

Unaligned inductance 0.67 mH 

Aligned inductance 23.62 mH 

Speed 1000 rpm 

Load torque 10 – 20 Nm 

Inertia 0.05 kg m2 

No. of rotor pole 4 --- 

No. of stator pole 6 --- 

 

 

B. MEA System Parameter 

Item Parameters Symbol Value Unit 

Main Generator                  

(SG) 

Mechanical speed nm 12000 rpm 

Electrical frequency F 1000 Hz 

Apparent power S 250 kVA 

Phase voltage (rms) Vrms 115 V 

Stator winding resistance Rs 07.788 mΩ 

Field winding resistance Rf 0.22138 Ω 

d magnetizing inductance Lmd 0.088 mH 

q magnetizing inductance Lmq 0.0396 mH 

Field magnetizing inductance Lsf 6.69 mH 

Armature-field mutual inductance Lmf 0.626 mH 

Power factor Pf 0.95 --- 

Inertia Jm 0.0354 lb.s
2

/in 

Nstator/Nrotor (effective) Ns/Nf 10 --- 

RMS phase current Iph 577 A 

Poles P 10 --- 

Item Parameters Symbol Value Unit 

DC Motor  

(Prime mover) 

Armature resistance Ra 0.091  

Armature inductance La 0.161 mH 
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Field resistance Rf 15  

Field inductance Lf 0.01 mH 

Motor inertia Jm 1e-3 lb.s
2

/in 

Terminal voltage V 560 v 

Mechanical speed nm 12000 rpm 

Actuator Surface 

Gear ratio N 20 --- 

Actuator mechanical stiffness Kact 9.00e5 lb/in 

Surface damping ratio Bs 1702 in.lb.s/rad 

Structure stiffness Kr 5.0e5 in.lb/rad 

Screw mass Ms 2  kg 

Surface moment of inertia Js 36.2 in.lb.s
2

/rad 

Coefficient of mechanical stiffness 

between actuator and surface 
Ks 1.00e6 --- 
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